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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
INDIVIDUALS REACHED IN A PROGRAM OF VOCATIONAL
*
AGRICULTURE IN ALABAMA
Marvin Carol Dobbs
Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural Education, August 6, 19$k 
(M.S., Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1952)
13U fyped Pages 
Directed by Dr. John C. Floyd
The purposes of this etu^y were (l) to determine the number of 
individuals reached through systematic group instruction by teachers 
of vocational agriculture in the public high schools of Alabama* (2) 
to study time requirements for initiating, developing, and supervising 
the farm programs of all^day students, young farmers, end adult 
farmers* and (3) to determine the optimum number of students per 
teacher of vocational agriculture*
PROCEDURE
Information for this study was obtained from (1) official records 
in the office of the Alabama State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture, 
(2) official records in the office of the Executive Secretary of the 
Alabama Future Farmers of America, (3) questionnaires sent to the 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama and to the District 
Supervisors ef Vocational Agriculture in Alabama aid Louisiana, and 
(k ) State Flans for Vocational Education of eighteen states*
SUM4AHT
An analysis of the data is summarised belsw*
1* The expressed opinions of the teachers on the composition of
viii
* complete program in vocational agriculture verei all-day student®, 
young farmers, and adult farmers, sixty-one per cent; all-day students 
and young farmers, 1*2 per cent) all-day students and adult farmers, 
25*9 P«* cent) and only alX-dqy students, 11,7 per cent,
?• The optimum number of students were ratedt all-day students, 
thirty-five; all-day students and young fanners, forty-four; all-day 
students and adult farmors, fifty-eight; and all-day students, young 
farmers, and adult farmers, fifty^eight,
3* The ratio of the teachers1 opinions that a supervised farm­
ing program in vocational agriculture is excellent vast for all-day 
students, 70.3 per oent) for young farmers) hk*3 per sent) and for 
adult farmers, 38,7 per cent,
iu The time devoted lay the teachers of vocational agriculture 
to initiating, developing, sad supervising the farming programs during 
the year 1952-53, and the time they recommended to he spent thus is 
outlined below.
Hours Spent Hours Recommended
(Hass of Students Per Student Per Student
All-day Students 10.15 lk ,h$
Young Farmer 61 76.8
Adult Farmer 3.28 16.6
5. In the 1952-53 school year 23,151 individuals were reached 
in classes of organized systematic group instruction of which 11;, 091 
were all-day in-school students, 8,885 adult farmers, and 175 young 
farmers.
6, The average enrollment per teacher for all-day students was 
thirty-seven students; all-day and young farmers, sixty-two; all-day
±x
and adult farmers, eighty-ene| and all-day, young farmers, and adult 
farmers, seventy-five.
OONCUJSIQNS
The evidence found and presented In this study supports the 
fallowing conclusions t
1. Many teachers had more than the maximum recommended number
of students enrolled in classes of organised systematic group Instructiont
2, Toe few teachers had functioning advisory councils.
1  The teachers' opinions of the composition of a complete 
program in vocational agriculture and of the value of a supervised 
farming program in vocational agriculture varied.
k* Many rural farm boys were not being reached in classes of 
organised systematic group instruction in vocational agriculture*
$* The writer feels that toe optimum enrollment per teacher for 
all-day students should be thirty-nine students| all-day students and 
young farmers, fortywelghtf all-day students and adult farmers* fifty- 
three} and aU-day students, young farmers, and adult farmers, sixty-five;
x
CHAPTER I
INTRGDOCTION
Tears ago it was believed that all a farmer needed for success 
m s  a Strong back. Nov m  realise that the farmer must have knowledge 
as veil as actual doing ability in order to succeed. Training for this 
complex job is provided in an effective vocational agriculture program.
Vocational agriculture is considered by many educators as an 
integral part of the total education program and provides opportunities 
for the development of essential abilities as set forth in the seven 
cardinal principles of education as well as the six objectives of 
vocational agriculture.
Vocational agriculture is an educational program designed to 
taring about desirable changes through systematic teaching, but it is not 
a couoajunity service program to do the work for individuals. In vocational 
agriculture, it is necessary for the teacher to get the pupils to raise 
true to life problems and set the goals for themselves because purposes, 
interests, Ideals, understanding, etc. come more easily from problems 
that are true to life. When the solution of an Introduced problem for 
study contributes to the overcoming of difficulty in the attainment of 
a goal for the students, Interest is high and the knowledge gained 
serves as means to ends or purpose. Knowledge gained through use in 
reaching ends or purpose serves to greatest benefit.
Health, moral, and social problems offer great opportunities for 
guidance on the part of the teacher of agriculture. These problems are 
net an intermediate part of the field of agriculture, but are essential 
to successful farm living. Outdance for the high school students
1
enrolled In vocational agriculture Is an indispensable part of the 
total school program.
A soil organised program of vocational agriculture in a school 
and community la not a spontaneous development. Rather it is one which 
has been intelligently conceived* planned* and put into operation by 
the school administrators* teachers* and advisory council members to 
meet the current and future needs of the interested parties of the 
patronage area. It Is the specific responsibility of the teacher to 
direct his students in the various groups* so that they may acquire 
desirable attitudes* appreciations * knowledge* and skills necessary for 
them to make satisfactory progress toward realising their interests and 
capabilities. To be successful in such capacity* the teacher must be 
able to visualise a longerange program of balanced desirable experience, 
and be able to aid his pupils to do likewise.
the teacher of vocational agriculture in performing his guidance 
functions must have the welfare of the student at heart. The teacher 
is In a position to know students better than most teachers in the 
school because of the length of time he is associated with them in the 
classroom and during the visits made to the students * homes. In teach­
ing students it is neeessazy to realise that each individual has 
different capabilities and aptitudes, and to organise the instruction 
so as to secure marl mum participation by all students. When this is 
dsns* the knowledge gained will lead to other desired aoeomplishments.
An important character!.stlc that indicates success in the develop­
ment of a long-range program in vocational agriculture is that the 
Individuals enrolled for organized systematic group instruction are 
living on fanes or who have access of them so that class Instruction
3can be supplemented by individual instruction on the farm. It 1b in~ 
portrait that each student utilise his farming resources to the best of 
his ability. Thus supervised practices can be used effectively in 
developing the students* farming abilities.
The Relationship of Vocational Education to General Education. It may 
be said that education signifies the sum of all experiences which affect 
the habits, thinking, and the decisions of individuals Thlch make them 
able to adapt themselves to their social environment and to meet its 
daunds with some success*
Vocational education is that part of the experiences of my  
individual whereby he learns to cany on any gainful occupation success­
fully* The purpose of vocational education Is to provide training to 
develop abilities, skills, understandings, attitudes, work habits, and 
temrledge needed by workers to enter and make progress in employment 
on a productive basis*
The relationship of vocational education to general education may 
be stated as follows
The controlling purpose of general education should prepare In­
dividuals to live intelligently as citiaens and enjoy life. Vocational 
education should preps’e individuals to work more efficiently. Both 
are necessary to the well prepared individual.
General education teaches subject matter that should give general 
information needed as a background for life and training in the general 
tools of learning needed to help individuals leern more about life and 
vocations* Vocational education should give specific training in the
^Prosser, Charles A. and Quigley, Thomas H*, Vocational 
Education In A Democracy, 19h9> pp. 10-11.
usable skill and lomledge tor each occupation taught.
General education Is designed to serve everyone during the period 
of eorapulaaiy school attendance and through high school and college for 
anyone desiring It. Vocational education for a*y employment c m  be 
given successfully only to those who are being prepared for such em­
ployment or who are already employed In it*
General education relies almost entirely on the reading end re­
citing method of instruction, whereas vocational education uses 
experience as Its main method - experience in performing jobs to develop 
skin.
Vocational Agricultural Education* The granting of Federal financial 
add for agricultural education is not new in this country. Federal 
financial aid for agricultural education had its beginning in 1868 with 
the passage of the First Morrill Act which provided for the donating of 
public lands to the states for the benefit of agriculture and mechanic 
arts. Congress later responded by adopting a series of sots which 
rendered financial assistance to agricultural education. In 1917 
Qmgresa passed the SmLth-Jfughes Act whioh provided for a program of 
vocational education of less than college grade. When the Sralth-Hughe s 
Act was passed, the needs of two groups were recognised. One group was 
those who were preparing for an occupation and the other group was those 
who had entered upon an occupation. In vocational agricultural education 
this may be interpreted to mean the all^day students as those preparing 
to enter upon the work of the farm, and the young farmers and adult 
farmers as those vdxo have entered upon the work of the farm.
The program of vocational agricultural education in Alabama which 
is promoted and supervised by the Alabama State Board for Vocational
5Education la la keeping with the provision® of the SmLth-Hughos Act 
passed tor Congress February 23, 1917, This Act specifically states 
t h e " t h e  controlling purpose of such education shall be to fit 
for useful employment; that such education shall be of less than college 
grade and be designed to meet the needs of persons ever fourteen years 
of age idio have entered upon or who are preparing to enter upon the work 
of the farm or of the farm home.”
The first organised attempt to develop m  interest in agriculture
in Alabama was in l@h?, when the Chunenmaggee Horticultural Society of
Macon County was formed. The Cotton Planter, established about four
years later at Montgomery, in its April, 1851*, issue says that "this
society is not only the oldest in the State but one of the Oldest in
the Southwest, * and growing enthusiastic it continued, "it has made the
3
wilderness bloom like a rose."
The first reported attempt to teach agriculture in Alabama was 
made in 1880 by Booker T. Washington, founder of Tuskeegee Institute in 
1881, at his little one room school at Tuskeegee. The teaching of 
agriculture began from need. Booker T, Washington aptly wrote, "We 
began with farming, because we wanted something to eat.
^Federal Security Agency, "Administration of Vocational 
Education," Bulletin No. 1, General Series Wo, 1, revised 191*8, p, 102.
^Stimson, Rufus W. and Lathrop, Frank W., "History of Agricultural 
Education of Less Than College Grade In The United States," Vocational 
Division Bulletin No. 217# Agricultural Series No. 55# Federal' SecuriT*ky 
Agency# U. $. 6ffie© of id Lucation, 191*2, p. 9.
klbid. p. IB.
Vocational agriculture Is now offered in a majority of the rural 
high schools of Alabama* Xta puxpose is to give the beet possible 
education for successful firming and farm living* Xt is not the purpose 
of vocational agriculture to develop as many farmers as possible, but 
rather to make the best farmers possible of those do choose to farm* 
Wdla vocational agriculture is interested in general education it focuses 
its attention upon locating and solving problems faced by people in (1) 
ehooeiag the type of taming to enter, (2) preparing personally and 
vocationally for farising as an occupation, (3) entering upon some 
«f farsing, aad (li) progressing in that farming program*
A program of vocational agriculture flourishes best where the 
school is dedicated to serving the people in the community# The public 
school should be the center of conraunity activity and development,
Where this is the ease, the rural people of the community cm aspect 
recognition in proportion to their needs* A true community school is 
conscious of the needs of these she will remain in the consimnlty as well 
as these who are preparing to make their way elsewhere* In such m  
environment vocational agricultural education can function most effective-* 
ly as an integral part of the school*
The program of vocation*! agriculture is concerned with all 
farm people in 1he school area* A complete program provides for (1) 
instruction in agriculture for high school students, (2) instruction 
in agriculture for the young farmer a not in school and not yet established 
in farming, (3) instruction in agriculture to meet the needs of the adult 
farm men and women of the community, and (10 school and community co­
ordination through an advisory council to the end that all the farm 
people of the community may secure the most effective benefits from
4
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individuals reached through organised systematic group Instruction toy 
tssehsrs of vocational agriculture in Alabama in a conflate program of 
vocational agriculture.
2S8S5& <£ £ •  st«&. The purposes of this study were (1) to determine 
the number of individuals reached through organised systematic group 
instruction ty teachers of vocational agriculture -with (a) only all-day 
students, (b) all-day students and young farmer students, (c) all-day 
students, young farmer and adult farmer students, and (&) all-day 
students and adult farmer students* (2) To study time requirements for 
initiating, developing, and supervising the farming programs of all-day 
students, young farmer students, and adult farmer students, and (3) to 
determine the optimum number of students per teacher of vocational 
agriculture.
Importance of The Study* The high school principal, through the teacher 
of vocational agriculture, has the responsibility of helping to improve 
the agricultural program of the school and community* It Is the duty 
of the teacher to organize and conduct classes of systematic group in­
struction far in-school pupils, young farmers, and adult farmers in 
the patronage area of the school where he is employed.
If the vocational agricultural program in a school and community 
is to be improved, it WL11 depend upon the functional concept of the 
local administrator and the ability of the agricultural education pro­
gram to reach the largest number of individuals possible through 
organized systematic group Instruction. It requires considerable 
planning for initiating, developing, and supervising the faming pro­
grams of the Individuals enrolled in the all-day classes, young farmer 
and adult farmer classes, and It is Important that the teachers Of
9vocational agriculture have a reasonable enrollment for these classes* 
Delimiting The Problem* This problem is concerned with the number of 
individuals reached in a complete program of vocational agriculture of 
organised systematic group instruction in the public high schools of 
Alabama* The problem Is limited to the teachers of vocational agricul­
ture in Alabama and to the following as they affect enrollment (1) all* 
day, ycttng farmer, sod adult farmer enrollment, (2) time spent in 
initiating, developing, and supervising the fanning programs, (3) 
teaching plan, and ([*) school activities other then teaching vocational 
agriculture*
DOTHITXOK OF TERMS USES 
Vocational Agricultural Education* A naticn«wide, federally aided 
program of systematic group instruction in agriculture and form me­
chanics of less than college grade conducted in public schools or classes 
for those persons over fourteen years of age, who have entered upon or 
who are preparing to enter upon the work of the farm or of the foam, home* 
Supervised Farming* Supervised farming consist® of all the fanning 
activities of educational value conducted by students enrolled in 
vocational agriculture for which systematic instruction and supervi si on 
are provided by the teacher*
"Supervised practice a® an essential and integral part of the 
program of vocational agriculture properly conceived and properly
5
organised Includes the following characteristics:
It provides for meaningful, purposeful, self-directed 
activities carried to completion in a natural and
^Minnesota State Department of Education, nA Guide For 
Instruction In Agriculture Education,» Curriculum Bulletin Kg* 15, 
1952, P. 30.
10
desirable environment.
It provides a maadaum of educative training as a result of 
a supervised activity.
She aupervi s©d-practic© program brings into play a wide 
vaidety of types of intellectual and manual activity.
The student In supervised-practice learn® how to learn 
by virture of his own initiative and activities! 
he adopts a definite program.
In supsrviBed^practice, the student has a large field 
for self-initiative, originality, leadership, and 
eoBBomlty activities.
Supervlsed-practice gives arise to or accompanies 
instruction in the school.
The eupervised-practlee program ties up the theoretical 
with the practical and interprets the findings of 
science in practical situations.
The supervised-practdLc© program is a continuous process.
It contemplates education and help for the Individual 
throughout his whole life."
All-Pay Classes. All-dsy classes are for in-school farm youth who 
are enrolled in a regular dey-school course in vocational agriculture 
operated as a regular unit of the school and in which the class 
aeets for the time approved in the State Plan for vocational agriculture. 
Toung Farmer Classes. Toung farmer classes are mad© up of out-of-school 
young farmers, usually 16 to 23> yearn of age, enrolled in an intensive 
course of instruction in agriculture conducted by teachers of voca­
tional agriculture. These courses are established under public school 
supervision and control aid are organised primarily for yoimg farmers 
who have not yet become established in farming*
Adult Farmer Classes. Adult farmer classes in vocational agriculture 
are made up of farmers enrolled In an intensive course of systematic 
group instruction on practical farm problems and activities conducted
by teachers of vocational agriculture. Those courses are organised 
far parsons who have entered upon the work of the farm, and the 
dosses are established under public school control and supervision.
These classes are organized primarily for persons who have become estab­
lished in farming*
Productive Projects. These are business ventures for experience and 
profit involving a series of fam jobs in a farm enterprise. Such projects 
are a fundamental part of the student’s farming program* supervised by 
the instructor^ and carried to completion on a strictly business basis 
ty the student. Example® of productive projects sret poultry production, 
potato production* and swine production.
Xflprovement Projects. Improvement projects are undertakings involving 
a series of jobs designed to improve the appearance and red estate 
value of the farm* to improve the efficiency of the farm business as a 
whole, or to contribute to the comfort or convenience of the f a m  family* 
Iiqnoveaent projects usually do not produce an immediate dr direct income 
te -tiie individual pupil and should not be substituted for the productive 
projects* Examples of improvement projects ares keeping dairy herd 
records, beautifying the home grounds* and renovating the pasture* 
Supplementary Farm Jobs. Small jobs for slcLH and experience which lie 
outside of, oar in addition to* the jobs included in the student1 a 
productive or iirproveinent projects* Supplementary farm jobs may be 
distinguished from the other phases of the student’s supervised farming 
progrmn by the fact that they have no direct relation to the productive 
projecta and improvement projects. Examples of supplementary farm jobs 
are* testing milk for butter fat, treating seed* and pruning fruit trees. 
Place for Fqna Experience. This placement applies to students who are
12
lacking in experience but Interested in securing farm esperience.
Flan tfAa, this plan provides for two consecutive 60-mimt® periods of 
instruction, five days per week, for one year, end one 60w«dnnt© period 
of instruction, five days per week, for the other years,
Flggi wBg, this plan provides two consecutive 60*ndnute periods of in- 
etpuetlesi, two day © per week, end one 6G*ni±nube period, thro© days per 
week, for each class.
Plan *CW, this plan provides two consecutive i$~minut© periods of in** 
structicjn per day, five days per week, for each class,
HUbi *0*;, IMS plan provides sixty minutes of instruction per day, five 
days per week, for each class, provided, that there Is in operation a 
program of systematic group instruction for eiit-of-school young fanners 
and for adult farm®** for not less than a total of seventyvtwo clock 
hours during the year,
METHOD OF IWESTTGATIOK 
Method of Collecting Data. Since it Was impractical for the writer to 
personnally contest the teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama, 
the teachers were requested by the State Supervisor of Vocational 
Agriculture in Alabama and the writer to submit information needed for 
tfela study,
A letter, asking for a copy of the State Flan for Vocational 
Education in Agriculture, was written to the State Supervisor of 
Agricultural Education in each of the forty-eight States, Eighteen State 
Flans were received, and from these a study was mad© to determine the 
enrollment per teacher of vocational agriculture in each State, Other 
State Plans were unavailable for two reasons* (1) only on© copy of the 
State Plan was available and for office use only, or (2) the State
13
Plan mus in the process of being revised.
Questionnaires war* also nailed to the teachers of vocational 
agriculture in Alabama to obtain part of the Information needed for 
this study.
Source of Data. Data for this study vere obtained from (1) official 
records in the office of the Alabama State Supervisor of Vocational 
Agriculture, State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama, (2) 
the office of the Executive Secretary of the Alabama Future Farmers of 
America, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama, (3) question­
naires sent to the teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama and 
to the Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture in Alabama and Louisiana, 
and (I*) State Plans of Vocational Education in Agriculture from 
Alabama, Arisona, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, 
Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Permsyl- 
vaaia, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Treatment of Data. After the completed questionnaires were received 
the data were summarised, visualised, and analysed to determine the 
enrollment with (a) only all-day students, (b) all-day students and 
young faimer enrollment, (c) all-dey students and adult farmer enroll­
ment, sad (d) all-day students, young farmer, and adult farmer enroll­
ment. The time devoted to initiating, developing, and supervising the 
farming programs of the above groups and the teaching plan under which 
the departments of vocational agriculture were operating as well as 
the school activities other than teaching vocational agriculture were 
summarized.
CHAPTER XI
REVIEW 0? RELATED LITERATURE
In surveying the field of literature on the mwbwc of individuals 
a teacher of vocational agriculture should reach In classes of organized 
aysteraatie group Instruction, the writer found the studies made in this 
area very limited, However, in the field of class size, the work was 
found to be very- prolific.
Aderhold in his study sent a questionnaire to all supervisors 
and teacher-"-trainers in vocational agriculture education in the southern 
region east of the Mississippi River to get their opinion on the number 
of students a teacher of vocational agriculture could reach effectively 
in a program. He found that the teaching load in terms of ln*sehool 
groups largely determines the number of out-of-sohcol students that can 
be reached in classes of organised systematic group instruction. He 
also found that if a teacher has sev<*ntyi-five or more high school boys, 
he can give instruction to fifty out>of«school students; forty to 
seven ty*f±ve high school bays, seventy-five out-of-school students; ten 
to forty high school beys, one hundred out-of-school students; and if 
the teacher gives no instruction to high school boys, he can instruct 
one hundred twenty»flve outwof—school students.
According to ihe above data a teacher of vocational agriculture 
may be expected to reach from one hundred ten to one hundred fifty in* 
dlviduals enrolled in classes of organized systematic group instruction.
6
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In 1926, at the ninth annual Southern Regional Conference of 
Agricultural Education hold at Pinehurat, North Carolina, W. 5, Newman^ 
of Virginia, speaking on the topic "Effectiveness of the Vocational 
Program as Determined from the use of Score Cards," discussed the pro** 
posed score card for rating the accomplishments of departments of 
vocational agriculture in Virginia* The total enrollment as proposed 
ly the score card for a department was fifty students*
In the 1953 summer workshop of Supervising Teachers in Pennsyl­
vania a committee of nine teachers, six supervising teachers and three 
teachers ifco had experience as second teachers in two-teacher depart** 
meats, accepted the responsibility for studying the problem of organ­
isation of multiple-teacher departments of vocational agriculture*
The committee thought that standards in " teacher load” sight be
specific in raoltiple—teacher departments and the following were 
8
suggested!
1. Thirty-five all-day pupil e-full teacher load*
2* fifty all-day pupHs-demand a second teacher.
5* Seventy all-day pupile-full two teacher load*
k. Seventy-five all-day pupils-demand a third teacher*
5* One hundred all-dcy puplla-full three teacher load,
6* Forty out-of-school pupils-full teacher load.
(Example? 35 all-day pupils and hO out-of-school pupils- 
f teacher load, 70 all-day pupils and hO out-of-school 
pwpils-a full 3 teacher load*)
^Newman, W. S., "Effectiveness of The Vocational Program as 
Determined From the Use of Score Cards," Southern Regional Conference 
of Agricultural Education Report, Misc. 756# (l£jj6), p. 62*
^Brunner, W, S., "Organization in Multipie-Teacher Departments," 
The Agricultural Education Magazine, XXVI, (April, 1951*), 228.
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Largs classes are 8 common occurrence within schools snd in school 
systems* School officials often feel ths necessity of decreasing school 
easts by either Increasing the alas of classes or by reducing the number
of teachers assigned to the teaching staff.
0
dubine ssys one of the earlier studies on class else was made 
by Stevenson who gave achievement tests to classes (non-vocational) at 
the end of a period of controlled instruction. He found little differ* 
ence betwetti the achievements of pupils whether taught In large or 
snail classes. Davis^ made calculations of class marks in 100 schools* 
with 5>f89? pupils arranged in classes of fewer than twenty pupils, 
twenty to twenty-nine pupils* and thirty or more pupils. He concluded 
that class else has little or no Influence on the percentage of low and 
medium marks assigned to pupils. The same conclusions were reached by 
Davis as the results of using experimental and control groups of large* 
medium, and small also. .
Some of the limitations of studies In class size ware pointed out 
by dubine.^ They includeds using identical presentations in large 
and small classes* thus eliminating the factor of adjustment to in­
dividual needs, which is the main advantage claimed for small classes! 
and using too small a number of cases to give authoritative results*
9ciubine, Ward, Teacher Load in The Secondary Schools of 
Ontario* Unpublished dissertation, New f^^k'^Hv^Bity,' WUH, p. 21.
10Davis, Calvin 0., "The Size of Classes and The Teaching 
Load in The High Schools Accredited by The North Central Association," 
School Review, 1X21 (1923), 1*12-1*29.
^Clubine, Ward, op* clt., p. 22.
IT
Qarltiy *nd. Hand studied 1800 high schools from all parte of the
United States and reported that twenty percent of the schools had at
least one class of over fifty pupils, large classes occurred more
frequently in large high schools than in small ones*
In discussing the implications of classes of large size Carley
and Hand saidt
Attention is called to the more intangible but vital 
outcomes, to the possibility that pupil interests may 
not be as effectively nurtured in large as in small 
groups, that students in large classes may be less 
able to work at their own pace, feel less free to ask 
questions or to participate in discussion, and have 
less opportunity to recite or to secure needed help 
from the teacher. It is also pointed out that in large 
classes with the less informal atmosphere the students 
probably become less w©H~aequainted with the teacher 
and tho other members of the group, that class pro* 
eedures in the large sections tend, of necessity, to
become inflexible with insufficient provied-on for the
immediate needs and interests of pupils3 in short, 
that the educational rights of the individual child 
are endangered.
13Irwin made & comprehensive bibliography of studies and 
articles related to class size and analyzed their results. He found 
that investigations concerning the effect of the alee of the classes 
had been concerned with one or more of the following 1 (1) the pro*
motion rate, (2) the percentage of withdrawals from class, (3) the
percentage of class giving attention, (li) the amount of time wasted 
by pupils, and (5) ability as measured by the scores on standardised 
md iuproved tests. In earlier studies little provision was made for
12Carley, Verna A. and Hand, Harold C., "Class Size in American 
Secondary Schools." Department of Secondary School Principals. National 
Education A s e o c i   W fK u rO irS S ^ T' P P T  
^^Erwin, Manley, "Educators Have Not Solved The Class Size 
Puzzle," Nation1a Schools. X (1932), 23*26,
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holding constant factor* each a* teaching ability* status of the pupil, 
length of the period of instruction* and the like* which night influence 
results. In the later studies* especially since 193$, the method was 
more nearly that of using one variable* class size* In the mot recent 
studies* the factors mentioned above were held constant throughout the
V
studsr. As the result of his analysis of hi* studies relating to class
/
also* Xrwin^k found that the investigations indicate the sis© of the
class has little to do with the educational efficiency measured in
terms of pupil achievement. The investigations did not* however* take
into account the effects of large desses upon the health of the teacher
m d  pupils or the effect upon the instructional products other than
knowledge and skUls in the tool subjects*
JK
CluMne says the articles on the subject of class else that had 
been publi&ed in educational journals since 1939, were summarised by 
Baxbour. He found that many experiments had been conducted with large* 
else experimental classes and ordinary**!#© control group classes* but 
that both groups were tested by achievement tests which did not measure 
attitudes* appreciations * character traits* and other goals of education 
whieh are Intangible and defy measurement,
Barbour^ also made a study of essays on class size* but looked 
upon these as purely matters of opinions of nonexperts* His conclu­
sions from the survwy are as followst
The reported investigations in the field of class sis©
%bid, p. 26.
^Clubine* Ward* op. dt., p. 23. 
^Loo, ©it.
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indicate that when teaching techniques are adapted to large 
eless situations, class size can be increased without 
measurable lose to pupils*
The enlargement of classes in schools would ms an definite 
financial savings*
There is no definite indication that pupils In large 
classes axe handicapped in the development of proper 
character attributes, attitude appreciations by the 
large classes; neither is there any definite indication 
that they are stimulated in the attributes because of 
laxge classes*
Teachers and administrators as a whole are opposed to 
the enlargement of classes* Economic pressure, however, 
has forced the gradual enlargement of meet classes*
Successful teaching techniques in large classes seem to 
include the use of differentiated assignments, group 
study, much supplementary material, and frequent checkup 
tests followed by remedial teaching. Stenographic and 
other aids given teachers of Xsrge classes seem to be 
of much help*
lhere is no decision possible as to the optimum teaching 
load for the teacher nor as to the optimum else of class*
Douglass*’? expressed a vary definite opinion on the subject of
class else literature in the following quotation:
*1 wish the studies in dans size had never been conducted* 
Their results have been exaggerated, misinterpreted, and 
misapplied* The relative effectiveness of teaching in 
large and small classes has been judged largely by the 
results on objective tests confined largely to factual 
conformation*
**••*•**•. * ,Se, I say, X am not at all willing to judge 
the relative effectiveness of large and small classes 
by any experiments which do not measure the relative 
effect of each size of class upon those intangibles 
which often are more significant than things measured 
by objective tests in determining our usefulness and 
happiness as citizens, workers, leisure spenders, and 
homo members. Administrators should b e somewhat con-* 
servative and critical concerning their experiments*
They are not at all conclusive* '*
^Douglass, Harl L., "Means of Measuring The Teaching load in 
The High School," Department of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, 
L (193h), 15>1S!u
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18It Is Kerb*« belief that the studies in class alee made marly
two decedm ago were negative in that they measured the effects of
mall classes by measuring their average achievement in subject matter*
This was one measure of a group which is least affected by adjustments
to individuals* a slight adjustment in method In a small class might
make a difference to three or four individuals and yet little difference
in the class average* these measures did not take into account the
possibility of the teacher of the small class being able to understand
the individual better and so give him more effective guidance*
19Baker says, "Glass sise makes a significant difference in the 
effectiveness of the high school teacher, particularly in her knowledge 
and understanding of her pupils." Ibis conclusion is one of the out* 
comes of a study of twenty-five high*school teachers In their knowledge 
of 2$0 of their pupils, selected to be representative of the teachers* 
knowledge of all of their pupils*
The two principal conclusions contributed by research are* (1) 
classes are growing larger, and (2) pupils* scores On standardised
tests are about the same whether they are in small classes or large .
„  20 ones*
Baker asks, “Do teachers know more about their individual pupils 
in small classes than in large classes? The chances are 99 ih 100 
that there Is a significant difference in favor of teachers* knowledge
18Mort, Paul R., “Why Do We Want Smaller Classes and Better 
Paid Teachers?” Progressive Education, XIX (19U2), 11*9*150*
^Baker, H* L#J “Class Size Does Hake A Difference,” Nation's 
Schools, XVII (1936), 27*
20m & ,
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21of pupils in small classes in comparison with large classes,
"Secondary school classes should never be larger than thirty pupils 
to permit the teacher to give individual attention and yet stimulate 
dess interest, "22 This statement by a Minnesota school superintendent 
indicated the opinion expressed by the majority of the $00 school 
superintendents queried in a school opinion questionnaire.
Opinions expressed on high school class size for vocational
23
subjects* 20 pupils 39 per cent, 2$ pupils 21 per cent, 15 pupils 18 
per cent, 30 pupils 12 per cent, no answer ? per cent, 35 pupils 2 per 
cent, and 10 pupils one per cent.
says j
2!iJ, M, Stratton, school superintendent, at Reading, Pennsylvania
"As long as we recognise the importance of individual 
differences we cannot defend classes above thirty in 
any grade,"
"Glass size in vocational agriculture should be limited. 
However an upper limit of sixteen to twenty is generally 
accepted as essential to quality teaching. Insofar as 
number of visits to each individual student is indicative 
of quality teaching there Is ground for insisting on 
reasonable enrollments per teacher as a condition essential
to quality teaching
21Ibid, p. 28.
22school Opinion Poll, "What Size High School Classes?” 
Ration^ Schools, XXXV (192*5), 29,
23Xbid.
2k"What Sis, Elementary Clas,s,7n Nation's Schools, XXXV 
(1915), h2.
^"Teaching Load and Quality Teaching," The Agricultural 
Education Magazine, XXIV (1951), 27.
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Standards of the Regional Accrediting Associations regarding 
teacher loads are as followsi^
Accrediting
Association
Maximum allowed or recommended
Teaching 
Periods 
Per Day
Pupil 
Periods 
Per Week
Pupil
Teacher
Ratio
Period
Length
In
Minutes
North Central Association 30 Uo
Middle States and Maryland $-6 750 30 ko
Northwestern Association 6 800 25
Southern States Association 6*7 750 30 ko
27Carr in his writings says that the best size of class probably
depends in large part on the personality of the individual teacher# the 
of the subject being taught# and the particular method of teaching, 
Carr also sayst
"The great mass of the public# with a disregard for academic 
issues# makes three demands on the schools * train more 
pupils j train them better j and do it more cheaply. Quantity, 
quality# and economy are todsy the watchwords of the public 
in education# as in business and industry. The teacher* s 
load means something very definite and very real to anyone 
who is a teacher or tfro has ever been one. But the average 
man in the street is probably inclined to deny the very 
existence of a teaching load in any measureable amount He 
tMnkn of teaching j as one of the world's 'soft1 Jobs,'*
B, E. Moekel# teacher of vocational agriculture at Onsted# 
Michigan, kept a summary on how he used his time, A summary of percent
dubine# Ward# op, cit, # p. 15*
27Carr, William G.# "New Angle of Attack Needed in Glass Size 
Research#" Nation1s Schools# X (1932)# 27*30,
2®Moekel, R. E,# "How A Vo-Ag Teacher Uses His Time," The 
Agriculttaral Education Magazine# XXVI (195>U) p 182,
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time spent on school activities only are as followst
Adult farmer 6, 4
Adult farmer visits h* 1
All*day agriculture 58*7
All-day agriculture visits b.6
High school 2.0
Professional 6.1
Other adults 2.0
Advisory council 2.3
Canning center 1.1
Sumner school 10,6
Miscellaneous 1.*>
The average day resulted in about 15. h hours devoted to 
school and non-school activities. The average working day, ex­
cluding $2 Sundays and 6 holidays* showed that 10.3 hours daily 
were spent on school activities. This would mean that nearly 62 
beers were used for work per week*
2k
A study cf the State Plan for Vocation®! Education in Agricultural 
Education far eighteen States revealed the following Information on the 
minimum anroiliaent of all«*dey students, young farmer and adult farmer 
students per teacher of vocational agriculture*
States Minimum Number of Minimum Humber of
Students Meetings Per Tear
>H-day 
Students 
Per Dept#
Young 
Farmers 
Per Glass
Adult
Farmer
Per
Class
Young
Farmers
Adult
Farmer#
Alabama SO 8 8 IS 10-20
Arisona 30 10 10 15 10
Colorado 15 10
Illinois 15 10
leva 10a 10 10 20 10
Kansas 35
Louisiana SO
Maine 6a 5 5 SO lit,
Minnesota 10* 10 10 15 10
Mississippi 10* 5 10 15 10
Nebraska 30 10 10 15 10
Hew Mexico 30 10 6 15 10
Ohio 15 10
Oklahoma 10 10 15 10
Pennsylvania IS**
Virginia 15 15 12
Wisconsin ko ( Combined)
20~30
Wyoming -:hh?- 15 10
* Minimum number per class#
** Minimum number of students for starting a department of
vocational agriculture# A survey of the community most 
indicate a possibility of growth and development.
««* the ^ triwmn number of students to constitute an allwday
class shall be ten in Agriculture 1, eight in Agriculture n,
and six for Agriculture III and XV#
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CHA1PfER III 
AHALTSIS AM) traSKHfflTATION OF DATA 
The teachers of vocational agriculture In the State of Alabama 
and the District Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture 3n Alabama and 
Louisiana, cooperated with the writer of this study In eupp3y±ng part 
of the data that is presented in this chapter. The other sources of 
data were the official records in the office of the State Supervisor 
of Vocational Agriculture, and the records In the office of the Ex­
ecutive Secretary of the FFA in Alabama.
A compilation of the answers to questions from the question­
naires and information from official records are presented in this 
chapter,
All-Par Students Enrolled In Vocational Agriculture,
The primary purpose of all-day in-school class instruction in 
vocational agriculture is to develop attitudes, understandings, skills, 
and abilities in young men training to become farmers. The maximum de­
velopment of each all-day student enrolled in vocational agriculture 
takes place through learning experiences ?&lch are in keeping with the 
major objectives of vocational agriculture which are to (1) make a 
beginning and advance in farming, (2) produce farm commodities effi­
ciently, (3) market farm products advantageously, (]*) conserve soil 
a d  ether natural resources, (£) manage a farm business, and (6) 
maintain a favorable environment. Therefore, it is important that the 
teacher of vocational agriculture keep in mind the fact that he is 
teaching students and not subject matter alone.
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TABLE I
ALL-DAI STUDT^T ENROLLHUT IB VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
COMPARED WITH TOTAL HIGH SCHOOL WHOLIOTT
Total Enrollment 
of High School
Range in 
Number of Students 
Per Teacher
Enrollment in
Vocational
Agriculture
Less than ISO 12-L3 28
150-299 21*61* 38
300*600 25-66 50
Over 500 32-108 60
The teachers of vocational agriculture in the public hi# schools 
of Alabama represented in this study were asked for the total enroll­
ment of their high schools and the number of all-day in-school students 
enrolled in vocation cl agriculture. The data in Table X reveal that in 
the public high schools with a total enrollment of less than 1£>0 students 
the enrollment in vocational agriculture averaged twenty-eight students 
per teacher.
A stucfcr by the BEA^ in 1950 on the teaching load of teachers re­
vealed the average number of pupils per teacher in the rural Junior 
high schools was 172 pupils while the teachers in the rural Senior high 
schools had 122 pupils.
Is comparison with the above the teachers of vocational agriculture 
in Alabama represented is this study had from twelve to 106 all-dsy in- 
school students in 1952-53 which is considerable lower than the findings
2%EA* "Teaching Load in 1950," NEA Research Bulletin,, XXIX 
(February, 195l)j 11•
of the rau
Teaaher Tenure In The Present School.
The teacher of vocational agriculture ha© the responsibilitv of 
Improving the agrioulture program of the cmsonity in which he lives 
end Is employed* He is also expected to conduct survey® to determine 
the needs of the community so that a functional program of work can he 
planned# orgaiiaed, and executed. In the ordinary course of events this 
is a time consuming task, and one in which experience may be considered 
an asset* The number of years in the present school according to the 
number of years teaching experience in vocational agriculture la shown 
in Tifcle 2,
TABLE 2
TEACHER TENURE IK THE PRESENT SCHOOL TEACHING 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Smfcer of Tears Number of Tears
Teaching Vocational In The Present
Agriculture School
Less than $ years 2.1*
5 to 9 years M
10 to Uj, years 9.25
15 to 20 years 15.7
Ova* 20 years 16.6
The teachers of vocational agriculture In the public high 
schools of Alabama represented In this study sere asked for information 
concerning the number of years teaching vocational agriculture and the 
nusrfbcr of years in the present school* As shown In Table 2, teachers
29
af vocational agriculture vith lass than five years of teaching ex*
perlsnce in vocational agriculture had a median tenure of approximately
2*5 years in the present school*
30
Stephens made a study of the tenure of high school teachers*
both vocational and general education* In eleven counties in South
Mississippi and found the median tenure of 1.7 years for teachers in the
present position*
31Foote made a study of the tenure of high school teachers in 
Louisiana and found the highest median tenure of 3*83 years for teachers 
of vocational agriculture in the present position. Foote^2 further 
says there were differences in tenure in the present position on the 
basis of major teaching activity* and In the case of men* the teachers 
of vocational agriculture had the highest tenure.
Hours Scheduled In School Per Week.
Some teachers of vocational agriculture were scheduled a greater 
number of hours in school per week than others, the data in Table 3 
reveal the number of hours scheduled per week according to all-day en­
rollment. The load carried by teachers of vocational agriculture in 
this study* when described in terms of all-day enrollment* is indicated 
in Table 3.
Many teachers represented in this study commented that they felt 
they were scheduled time in school for activities that should be per-
Stephen8, Thomas Paden, The Tenure of High School Teachers In 
Oerta^" South-Mississippi Counties. Unpub'lOhedtheeis*'Louisiana 
State fciver wi ty, 19hl* P. 20.
^ “Foote* Irving P., "Tenure of High School Teachers In Louisiana," 
University Studies Number 7* Louisiana State University, 1931* p. 30.
3%bid. p. 106.
30
fomwdl fcy «th«r* in th, school, allowing th«m more Urn* for the 
•gsleultvral program of ollxlay etudanta, young f«nnora« and adult 
finwra,
TABLE 3
HOURS SCHEDULED IN SCHOOL PER WEEK Hf NUMBER OF TEACHERS 
AND ENROLLMENT PC® TEACHERS REPORTING VARIOUS 
ENROLLMENTS IN ALL-DAT CLASSES
Out-of-School
Classes
All-JDfl(jr Number Hours in Sfuiiaber 1,r " tfui&ar
EtordUawmt Average Teachers School Teachers Students
Less than 20 11 6 27*5 62 lii
2 0 - 2 9 2lt 39 28 73 tk
30-39 33 73 30 77 S3
UO - Ji9 &3 80 29 20 m
50 - 59 51 5k 30 18 $k
Over 60 72 59 29 22 81
The data in Taible 3 reveal six teachers with an average all-day 
enrollment of eleven students and an average of 27*5 hours per week 
scheduled in school* It also reveals there were sixty-two teachers with 
out-of-school classes with an average enrollment of fourteen students. 
The data in Table 3 further reveal little relationship between 
all-day class enrollment end the number of hours scheduled in school 
per week*
s i
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Martim In his study in the North Atlantic Regional Confer®*!©# 
alee found little relationship between all-dsy ©las® enrollment end the 
sender of hours scheduled per week for school duties*
Of the teachers represented in this study 15? thought they were 
scheduled enough hours per week, sixty«*flve teachers thought they were 
scheduled too many hours per week, and seven teachers thought they were 
scheduled too few hours per week.
Teaching Periods Per Week*
The teachers represented in this study were asked to give the number 
of classroom teaching periods per week. The data in Table 1* show 
part of the load carried by teachers of vocational agriculture in terms 
of classroom teaching periods per week.
TABLE k
TEACHXKQ PERIODS ASSIGNED PER WEEK IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Number of Periods Nmrtoer of Teachers
Fewer thoi 20
20 36
21 to 2k 5
25 20
26 to 29 0
30 nk
More than 30 15
-^Martin, W. Howard, The Job of The Teacher of Agriculture. Non- 
thesis study, University of Connecticut, 1^51, p. Ti.
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As Indicated In table k forty-nina teachers had less than twenty 
teaching periods per week In vocational egrictalture. One hundred four­
teen or approximately U?# 7 per cent of the teachers had thirty teaching
periods per week.
StThe NEA in a study on the teaching load of teachers found that
the average number of assigned class teaching periods taught per week
was twenty-five periods.
Study Hall Schedule Per Week.
35In an HEA study it was revealed that forty-eight per cent of 
the teachers had study halls while fifty-two percent of the teachers 
had no study hall periods. The average number of free periods per 
teacher was 3.5 per week.
The number of teachers and the number of study hall periods 
assigned per teacher per week according to the total high school enroll­
ment is shown in Table 5*
3%EA, "Teaching load in 1950,11 NSA Research Bulletin, XXIX 
(February, 1951)# 12.
#ibld, p. u.
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TABLE 5
w m m  of s u m  hall periods assigned to teachers
PER WEEK ACCORDING TO THE SIZE OF SCHOOL
Total Barollment Study Hall Periods
of High School 0 _x^  5 Over 5
Less than 150 232 7
150-299 201* 10 25
300 - 500 223 6 10
Over 500 230 3 6
Data in Table 5 Indicate that 232 teachers In the public high 
schools of Alabama represented in this study' with a total enrollment 
of less than 150 students had no assigned study hell periods and seven 
teachers had five assigned study hall periods per week.
Data not shown but contained in the questionnaires sent to 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama show that ninety-eight 
teachere expressed their opinions as having enough assigned study hall 
periods per week while twenty-six felt that they had too many and two 
teachers felt they had too few assigned study* hall periods per week* 
Pnsdl Periods Per Week,
Of the teachers represented in this study, 135 teachers expressed 
the opinion of being scheduled enough pupil periods per week, forty- 
nine teachers felt they were scheduled too many pupil periods per week, 
and sixteen teachers felt they were scheduled too few. The data In 
Table 6 reveal the number of pupil periods per teacher according to 
the total enrollment of the high school.
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TABLE 6
NUMBER OF PUPIL PERIODS ASSIGNED TO TEACHERS
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOL
Average Number of
Total Enrollment Pupil Periods
of High School Per Week
Less then 150 736
150 . 399 1017
500-500 118 2«
Ovor 500 1555
As shown in Table 6 the teachers had an average of 736 pupil 
periods per week in high schools with an enrollment of leas thin 1$0 
students.
According to the standards for secondary schools in the Southern 
36Association the maximum teaching load of any teacher shell be 750 
pupil periods per week with not more than six daily recitations#
trend seems to be the larger the enrollment of the high school 
the greater the number of pupil periods per teacher per week#
Other Activities.
Activities other than teaching vocational agriculture require so 
much time that teachers often complain they interfere with their program.
. .  . . .  S.,—, i    > ' i «*mm
Current Standard* For Secondary Schools/’ The North Central 
Association Quarterly, 17 (December, 1929)# 432#
Furthemsore# the people of the coimunity expect the teacher of vocational 
agriculture to be a community leader and to take an active part in th© 
various civic dubs and organisations in the comunity* Consequently# 
Tsmy teacher® fed that they are unable to do their Jobe well due to 
conflicting activities and responsibilities,
TABLE 7
ACTIVITIES OF TEACHERS OTHER THAW TEACHING 
VOCATIONAL AOKtOTLTORE /
Activity Number Mentioning
Physical Education 9k
School Movies k?
School Contests 32
School Fairs and Exhibits 20
School transportation 16
Coaching Athletics 8
School Store and Concession Stand k
Debate Team 3
School Paper 3
Photography Club and Conservation ClUh 3
Sponsor Class Plays 2
The data shorn in Table 7 indicate the activities Of teachers of 
vocational agriculture represented in this study In addition to the in** 
atruction of all-day in-school students. The activities mentioned most 
frequently by teachers were physical education# school movies# school
36
contests, and school fairs and exhibits.
However, 103 teachers expressed the opinion they should hare 
partial responsibility for some of the above activities, while 117 
teachers expressed the opinion they should not have any responsibility 
fear any of the above activities.
Flans of Operation.
Different plans are set up by the Vocational Education Division of 
the State Department of Education of Alabama in which a department of 
vocational agriculture in a high school might operate* A school may 
accept as a mini mum one of those plans for determining the length of 
periods and the number of periods per week for agriculture and farm 
shop combined, or the school may submit a plan that meets with the 
approval of the State Department of Education. The plans under which 
departments of vocational agriculture in Alabama were operating during 
the school year 1952*53 ere shown in Table 3,
TABLE 3
PLANS OF OPERATION FOR DEPARTMENTS 
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Flaa Number of Departments
Plan »A« 77
Plan 1
Plan "C" 152
Plan «D" 0
Other Plans 9
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The data shown in Table 8 indicate that seventy-seven departments 
of Vocational agriculture were operating under plan "A". The definition 
of plan "AM was previously delined in Chapter 1 under the definition of 
terns used snd will be omitted here* Nine departments were operating 
under other plans* Five of the departments operating under other plans 
were under plans which provided for two consecutive 60-m±nute periods 
five days per week for all classes, and four departments were operating 
under plans which provided for two consecutive 60-ndnute periods for 
Agriculture I and Agriculture II and one 60-minute period for Agriculture 
111. Agriculture IV was not offered in the schools represented in this 
study.
Complete Program of Vocational Agriculture*
A complete program in vocational agriculture as to the groups of 
people reached consists of all-day in-school students, yoixng farmers, 
snd adult farmers* Some teachers had only the all-day in-school group 
of students* Many teachers had all-day in-school students and adult 
farmers but few had all-day in-school students, young farmers, and 
adult farmers* There were only fifteen teachers out of a total of 3H  
teachers of vocational agriculture who provided organised systematic 
group instruction in classes for all-day in-school students, young 
farmers, and adult farmers* From the above it can be seen that there 
is a profound need for expanding organized systematic group instruction 
for young farmers and adult fanners in Alabama by teachers of vocation­
al agriculture*
Teachers Opinion of A Complete Program In Vocational Agriculture*
The teachers in the study were requested to check their opinion
of vhat constituted a complete program in vocational agriculture as to 
the groups of people that should be reached.
TABU 9
TEACHERS OPINIONS ON THE COMPOSITE ON OF A CmPLETB 
PBOQEAM OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Group
Number
Teachers Par Cent
AU-day Students 26 IX.7
All-day Students and Young Farmers 3 1.2
All-dsy Students and Adult Farmers 62 85.9
All-day Students, Young Farmers
and Adult Farmers 125 60.7
It is the opinion of the writer that the data in the above table 
Indicated the philosophy of the teachers of vocational agriculture on 
the composition of a complete program In vocational agriculture. It 
ves shown that twenty-eight or 11.7 per cent of the teachers expressed 
the opinion that only all-day students constituted a complete program. 
Sixty-five or approximately twenty-seven per cent of the teachers thought 
that only two groups of students constituted a complete program in 
vocational agriculture.
However, the local school administrator may have had some in­
fluence upon the philosophy of the teacher- of vocational agriculture 
as some of the teachers commented that their school administrator did 
not believe in vocational education of any kind.
Young Farmers and Adult Farmers in The Communities.
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The teachers r«5presented in this study reported a tots! of 5,322 
young farmers in their communities with only 175 enrolled in organised 
Systematic group instruction. Adult farmers in the communities totaled 
26,185 but only 8,885 were enrolled in organized systematic group in­
struction. IMs means that approximately 3*28 per cent of the young 
farmers and thirty-three per cent of the adult farmers reported in the 
communities vere in classes of organized systematic group instruction.
Nineteen of the 3U teachers of vocational agriculture had 
classes of organized systematic group instruction for young farmers 
and 222 teachers had classes for adult farmers in organized systematic 
group instruction.
Prom the above it can be seen that the profound need for expanding 
organised systematic group instruction among young farmers and adult 
farmers in Alabama la obvious.
Optimum and Maximum Enrollment.
The limitation as to the number of students seems to be an issue 
an which there is some difference of opinion. It is thought by some 
educators in Agricultural Education that if a teacher is to provide an 
effective program his teaching load should be limited.
3<
The State Flans for Vocational Agricultural Education in Oklahoma 
states that *in order to provide an effective vocational agriculture 
program It is recommended that the agriculture teacher* s load be limited 
to fifteen students per class and a total of forty-five all-day students
^Oklahoma State Department of Education, State Flans For 
Vocational Agricultural Education, July 1, 1952, to ^une 55, 1957,
p. 6,
ho
pap day,* It did not mention a limit on out-of-school students*
TABLE 10
OPTIMUM AND MAXIMUM ENROLLMENT OP TEACHERS 
IN A PROGRAM OP VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN ALABAMA
Glasses
Number
Optimum Maximum
All-day Students 35 53
All-day Students and Toung Pamirs hk 65
All-day Students and Adult Farmers 58 19
i U d y  Stedmats, Toung Farmers, 
and Adult Farmers 58 83
Ao shown in Table 10, the data reveal an optimum enrollment 
oif thirty-five and a maximum enrollment of fifty—three all-day students 
per teacher.
As previously mentioned, Brunner stated that thirty-five all** 
day students is a full teacher load and a class of fifty all-day 
students demands a second teacher. The teachers in this study ex* 
pressed agreement with Brunner in the optimum number of all-day students 
per teacher. However, their opinion of the maximum number of all-day 
students per teacher, according to Brunner, demands a second teacher. 
Since the writer found literature on the optimum number of 
students reached by a teacher of vocational agriculture in organised 
systematic group instruction to be limited, he desired further in* 
formation on the numb ere as estimated by the Alabama teachers of 
vocational agriculture. This was to determine if their estimated figures
Ill
were In agreement with those of other groups, and to support their 
reesanandatlsns of optimum and maximum enrollments*
Open the writers request the District Supervisors of Vocational 
Agriculture of Alabama and Louisiana completed question number twelve 
of the questionnaire submitted to the teachers of vocational agriculture 
in this study dealing with the optimum and maximum enrollment. Suimar** 
isation of their opinions of the optimum and maximum enrollment of 
students per teacher of vocational agriculture is presented. The 
District Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture in Alabama listed the 
optimum end maximum enrollment of students as followsi 
Glass of Students Optimum Maximum
All-day Students b$ 76
All-day Students and Toung Farmers 51 81
All-day Students and Adult Farmers 68 95
All-day Students, Toung Farmers,
and Adult Farmers 72 112
The District Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture in Louisiana
listed the optimum and maximum enrollment of students as follows s
Glass of Students Optimum Maximum
All-day Students 32 m
All-day Students and Toung Farmers U7 61
All-day Students and Adult Farmers 51 66
All-day Students, Toung Farmers, 
and Adult Farmers 63 78
hz
The combined averages of the above figures are shown below*
Class of Students Opt*—
All-day Students 38
All-day Students end Young Farmers 1|9
All-day Students and Adult Farmers 59
All-day Students, Young Farmers,
and Adult Fanners 6?
The opinions of the Alabama District Supervisors of Vocational 
Agriculture rated the highest optimum enrollment of all-day, young 
farmer, end adult farmer students,. Their opinion of the optimum 
enrollment was 12*5 per cent higher than that of the District Super­
visors of Vocational Agriculture in Louisiana and 19*5 per cent higher 
than that of the teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama.
In hie search for further evidence on optimum and maximum en­
rollment, the writer obtained the data shown in tables 11 through 20, 
idiich show the enrollment of organised systematic group instruction 
in the public high schools with departments of vocational agriculture 
in Alabama in 1952-53. Comparing this data with Table 10, he wan 
able to determine the number of teachers of vocational agriculture 
with the optimum enrollment, and the number of teachers who had above 
the maximum number of students in organised systematic group instruction.
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TUBS IL
WHITE A U -m r, ADULT FARMHt AND TOUNG FARMER aiBQLLMBMT IN  QB3AKIZED
STSTRMATIC GROUP INSTBBCT10N IN  NORTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-63
Ocranty School aii«dj*
Enrollment
Molt Farmer 
Number of tbnber 
Claeses Sorollod
Young Farmer 
Rumbas* ot ro&er 
dosses Enrolled
Total
fafflllaaife
Slotmt Elountsville 50 2 36 86
Cleveland 35 3 k l 82
Harden 52 2 26 78
Locust Fork 29 1 a 50
Obeenta 60 1 18 n
Susan Moore 7k 1 12 86
Calhoun Alexandria Ik 1 17 91
Jacksonville SL 1 22 73
C35iatchee 1*3 1 lb 57
Oxford kh 1 12 56
White Plains 33 2 69 102
Cherokee Cedar Bluff kk 1 13 57
Centra 85 2 57 132
Gaylesville ill 2 20 61
Sard Hock 31 3 96 127
Spring Garden 33 2 k9 82
Cleburne Heflin 16 1 13 89
Rsibuni 1 23 71
TABLE U  (Ccetlnwd)
WHITE ALLJJAY, ADULT FARM® AND YOUNO FARMER KSKOUKKNT IK OKJANIZED
SYSTEMATIC GROUP INSTRUCTION DI NORTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-53
Oounty School All«©qjr
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
ftuafcer of taabar 
Classes Enrolled
Young Farmer 
Classes Enrolled
Total
Enrollment
Cullman Gold Springs 39 39
Cullman 55 2 33 m
Fairview 52 1 52 V2k
Hanceville 52 2 28 80
Holly Pond hh 2 S3 127
West Point 39 2 1*0 79
Dekalb Collinsville 3k 2 93 12?
Crossville 56 2 33 89
Fort Bayne 66 1 lk 1 8 88
B^ffe 5!i 2 38 92
Geraldine 91 1 5h
Ider 63 2 25 88
Sylvania 1*8 1 30 n
Falley Head 5o 2 37 8?
Etowah Alau Sch, of Trades 7 7
Glencoe liO X 20 60
Sardis Si 2 75 126
Southside H3 2 29 72
Walnut Grove la 1 25 66
TABUS U  (OsntdoMd)
ViHITE ALL-DAT, ADULT FARMER AND XOUNO FARMER EHBOlLHSfT IB ORGANIZE)
STSTEMATIC GROUP INSTRUCTION IN NORTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All-Day
Enrollment
Adult Fraser 
jKsber of itusibar 
Classes Enrolled
Young Fanner 
tfmdber of &u&cr 
Classes Enrolled
Total
EnroHfitant
Jackson Bridgeport 2h X 15 39
Paint Bock Valley % 31
Pisgah 51 1 IT 71*
Seottsboro 91 1 12 109
Stevenson 59 2 70 129
fell son Gurley 30 1 15 2*5
Haaelgreen 55 1 30 85
Ylm Hope 2*3 1 19 62
Her Market 37 2 kl 82*
Riverton k9 2*9
Marshall Albertville 63 2 56 119
Arab 62 2 A 96
Boas 30 2 25 55
Douglas 38 1 1*2 1 10 90
I-brgan Cotaco 33 33
Danville 50 1 18 68
Eva k3 1 15 58
Falkviile 2* 2 33 79
Hartsalle 2*0 2 50 90
TABLE II (Cont&nuad)
WHITE ALL-DAT, ADULT FARMER AMD YOUEO FARM® WROLUTOT IE ORBAKIZBD
SYSTEMATIC GROUP IESTEDCTKM IE NORTHEAST ALABAMA l?52-£3
County School All—Dey
Enrollment
Adult Farmer Toms Farmer Total
Enrollment^mber
Glasses
of Stamber Number of Humber 
Classes ScrolledEnrolled
St. dair Ashville 29 * 38 67
Odenvllle i|0 2 39 79
Pell dty 6k 2 73 137
Total m o 85 1922 2 18 MSO
hi
A study of Table 11 reveals sixty whit© vocational agriculture 
departments in Northeast Alabama with the all-day student, young farmer 
and adult farmer enrollment of f±,B5o in organised systematic group 
instruction during the school year V?$2*»$3* Th© all-dsy enrollment 
varied from twenty*nin© students to ninety-seven students per teacher 
while the adult fanner enrollment varied from twelve students to 
sinetgr-siac students per teacher, The total enrollment per teacher, that 
is# aH-day students, young farmers, and adult farmers varied from thirty-* 
three students to lt5 students per teacher. This area with sixty whit© 
departments had an all-dsy enrollment of 2,910 students, eighty-five 
adult fanaar classes with an enrollment of 1,922 students, and only 
two young farmer classes with m  enrollment of eighteen students. This 
area had the highest enrollment of all-day students and adult farmers 
and the lowest enrollment of young farmers.
In Northeast Alabama one teacher had the optimum enrollment of 
white students enrolled, however, seven teachers had enrollments with­
in five of the optimum enrollment. Thirty teachers had enrollments 
above the maximum enrollment specified in Table 10. Some teachers had 
aa many as sixty-two students above the maximum all-day, young farmer, 
and adult farmer enrollment which indicates that th© teachers need 
assistance in carrying out the agricultural program in the community 
with such a large enrollment.
Data in Table 12 reveal thrc© negro vocational agricultural 
deportments in Northeast Alabama for 1952-53 having a total enrollment 
of 231. students. The all-day enrollment was 11*0 students. Five adult 
farmer classes had an enrollment of ninety-four students and there
TABUS I t
NEGRO ENROLLMiNT IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IB NORTHEAST ALABAMA 19£2-£3
County School All-Dfy
Enrollment
Adult Fanner 
dumber of IJuaJber 
Classes Enrolled
Toung Farmr 
Sbabar of ftdfcsr 
Classes Enrolled
Total
Ftarollmetrt
Calhoun Co, Training Ui 1 n 55
Madison Council Tr aining 66 2 35 m
Morgan Co* Training 30 2 m 78
Total 11*0 5 9k 0 0 2*
h9
were no young farmer classes.
The combined enrollment of Table 11 and 12 gave the Northeast 
area & total enrollment of 3*001; students in organised systematic group 
instruction.
Comparison of th© enrollments listed in Table 12 with th© enroll- 
meats listed in Table 10 shows non© of the departments with negro 
students enrolled had the optimum number of students enrolled. However# 
the enrollment of one department was within five of the optimum enroll- 
dent, and the enrollment of one department was above the maximum number 
of all-day and adult farmer scudants by twenty-on© students as designated 
in Tchle 10.
TABU 13
WHITE ALWUff, ADULT PARKER ADD TOUBQ FAJWEE BfflQLUOOT IS QRQAKEZEB 
STSTEKATIC ORQ8P INSTRUCTION IB BOBTHWEST ALABAMA 1352-53
Gewnty School AlWJey
BaroHmmt
Molt Fonur 
Rufc*> of teaibor 
CUs s m  Jtarolled
Toots Sonar
Boafear' of taoiber 
CHaasM QsrdUod
Total
BwoUee*
Colbert Cherokee 54 2 50 164
Leighton 43 43
Fflyette Bessy 53 53
Fayette 43 2 ?8 Dji
Bubberbirille 1»5 2 32 77
franklin Bslgreen 37 2 78 135
Ibil Campbell 68 68
Bed Sqr 55 1 33 88
Rnssellville 44 2 23
Hss 43 1 10 53
Jefferson OsrBSr 55
He&is^r 62 I If 1 8 §?
Tifflfftffl* 46 1 10 56
Millport 48 2 30 78
S&tligent m 2 43 80
fer&m 15 1 27 72
m o jw p iy
S C I w c 38
99 a s £1 JBU8SX
9» ft t m QQO^S^TI %sss
n$ m 1 cc © u n ^ fs p i
39 m I AC 3|0O*E0 SSOJ,
& I * * odog %m®$£
0 | m S@$£E&g
$$ a z *9 n o w s OQQ&jftffiX
£9 & z m ©«*T»iS&
CCT €9 X 05 OgXP&JOSOg
09 m X 8*f xnfs&jQ
U u X "© QO^StTpBS^
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TABLE 13 (Continued)
WHITE ALL-DAT, ADULT FARMS S B  TOURS FARMS BJ10UMBKT IV OHJAKIZ®
STSTKMATIC QROUP INSTHJCTICI! IV VORTHWEST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All»Day
Enrolment
Adult Fanner 
tenter of teaber 
Classes Enrolled
Toung Farmer 
teifcer of tesber 
Classes Enrolled
Total
EnroHwent
Walker Carbon Hill 39 1 11 1 6 56
Garry 51 1 35 66
Jasper n 1 17 86
Oskssn is ¥
m nston Addison k5 1 17 62
ArXegr n 1 3G 1 11 73
Doable Springs 36 2 2? 6?
Hal grille 56 2 26 82
Lyrax H 1 12 53
total 2&7 62 13a 4 40 3?08
$h
Table 13 shows a summary of the £1 fty-fow white vocational 
agriculture departments In Northwest Alabama with the all-dsy, young 
farmer and adult farmer enrollment in organised systematic group in­
struction for the school year X952*53* This area had an all-day en­
rollment of 2*514? students* sixty-two adult former classes with an 
ens'SXlmeat of 1*321 students, and four young farmer classes with an 
enrollment of forty udants. the all-day enrollment per teacher varied 
from twenty-seven students to «&ghtywfcwo students while the adult farmer 
enrollment varied from ten students to ninety-eight students, the total 
enrollment per teacher varied from thirty-one students to Ibl students 
enrolled in organised systematic group instruction. The total enroll­
ment for the fifty-four white departments of vocational agriculture was 
3*906 students.
Comparison of the enrollment of the departments of vocational 
agriculture listed in Taibls 13 with the optimum and maximum enrollments 
listed in table 10 reveals no department of vocational agriculture in 
Northwest Alabama had the optimum enrollment, although the enrollments 
of fifteen departments were within five of the optimum enrollment. 
Sixteen departments had more than the maximum enrollment specified in 
Table 10.
TABUS lit
m o  mtaumn nr obgakizh) systematic orodp
INSTRUCTION IK NORTHWEST ALABAMA IJ58-53
County* School All—G By 
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
dumber of Number 
dasees Enrolled
Toung Farmer 
Mumber' of tfamber 
Classes Ehrolled
fetal
Enrollment
Colbert Cherokee Colored 2 33 77
County Training 38 2 » 76
Lamar County Training 32 2 % 63
Lawrence Tern* Valley ia 2 27 68
Limestone Trinity hi 2 37 m
Pickens County Gaining 55 2 & 89
Suismsrrille 38 2 32 TO
Tuscalooss County Training 90 t 30 120
fetal 385 16 262 0 0 m
Th© data in Table Hi show a summary of eight negro vocational 
agriculture departments in Northwest Alabama for 1952-53 which had a 
total enrollment of 6kl students. Th© all-day enrollment per 
department varied from thirty~two to ninety students while the adult 
farmer enrollment varied from twenty-seven to thirty-eight students 
per department. These eight departments had a total all-dty enroll­
ment of 365 students and sixteen adult farmer classes with an enroll­
ment of 2dg students* No young farmer classes were organised.
Oonparing the data of Table lh with that of Table 10 show none 
of the negro vocational agriculture departments in Northwest Alabama 
had the optimum enrollment and only one department had an enrollment 
within five of the optimum enrollment. The enmllment of three 
daparhaents was above the maximum. One department had 120 all-day 
in-school aanA adult farmer students enrolled, this was thirty-three 
students above the maximum specified in Table 10*
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TABUS 15 (OcmttmMd)
WHITE ALL-DAT, ADULT TAMER AND YOtJTO FARMER BJROLLHEWr IN OMANI ZED 
STSTFMATIC ORODP INSTRUCTION IN CENTRAL ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All-Bay
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
ffumber of Sumter 
Classes Enrolled
Toung Farmer 
Sumber of dumber 
Claeses Enrolled
Total
Enrollment
Tallapoosa Alexander City ho 1 15 1 5 60
Csaxp Hill 29 29
Dadeville hi 1 l? 6h
Kew Site 23 2 h$ 72
Keeltowi 33 2 h i 80
Total 195h 5? m 6 6 bl m l
61
As shewn in Table 15, Central Alabama had a total enrollment of 
3#211 white all-day, young farmer, and adult farmer students in organised 
systematic group Instruction in 1952-53* There were fifty white de­
partments of vocational agriculture with an enrollment of 1,95k all-day
V
students, varying from twenty-one to seventy-three students per de­
partment of vocational agriculture* Thia variation did not include 
the eight all-day students enrolled in Alabama Institute of Deaf and 
Blind, located at Talladega, Alabama. There were fifty-seven adult 
farmer classes with an enrollment of 1,216 students with a variation of 
ten to forV-uioe students per teacher. Six young farmer classes were 
conducted with a total enrollment of forty-one students.
In Central Alabama, according to a comparison of Table 15 with 
Table 10, there were twelve teachers with enrollments above the 
w r i w m  enrollment specified. One teacher had the optimum number en­
rolled and ten teachers had enrollments which were within five of the 
optimum enrollment.
108
93
109
98
77
SL
90
l?i»
136
89
83
10$
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TABLE 16
NBKO IHHOUMEHT IN ORQAKEZH) SYSTEMATIC QRDBP 
INSTRUCTION IN CENTRAL ALABANA 1952-53
School All-D*y Adnlt Farmer Young farmir
Bnrollsent Number of Number Number 3  Number 
Classes Enrolled Classes Enrolled
Countj Training 80 2 28
County Training 6k 2 29
County Training 60 2 &
County Training 55 I k3
County Training 111 t 36
County Training 3& 2 M
Fatssr Negro High 59 2 31
County Training 113 k 61
County Training 111 2 2$
County Training 53 2 27
County Training 2? 2 56
Prairie Farms 73 t 32
Tuskegee Institute 56 2 55
TABLE 16 (Canttmud)
NEGRO ENROLLMENT IN ORGANIZED SYSTEMATIC GROUP 
INSTRUCTION IN CENTRAL ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All-Day
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
Number ot dumber 
Classes Enrolled
Young Farmer 
Number <xf dumber 
Classes Enrolled
Total
Enrollment
Ferry Lincoln 95 2 28 1 3
County Training 62 2 21* 86
Rudolph County Training 51 2 S i 102
Shelby County Training 35 2 30 65
Talladega Sycamore High 39 1 18 57
County Training 62 2 39 101
Total 1166 38 673 0 0 1839
ONw
6k
Sabi* 16, dueling with negro enrollment In organised systematic 
group instruction, shows that 1,839 individuals were enrolled In organised 
classes in Central Alabama in 1952-53. There were thirty-eight adult 
farmer classes with 673 students enrolled, no young farmer classes, 
and 1,166 all-day students enrolled. The smallest total enrollment per 
teacher was fifty-seven student® and the largest was 123 students.
Comparison with Table 10 revealed that none of the teachers re­
presented in Table 16 had departments with the optimum enrollment, 
although two departments had enrollments within five of the optimum 
enrollment. Fifteen departments had more than the maximum designated 
in Table 10. One department had an all-day and adult farmer enrollment 
of fifty-three students above the recommended maadLmam of eighty-three 
students by the teachers.
TABLE 17
WHITE ALL-DAI, ADULT FARMER AND TOURG FARMER ENROLLMENT IF ORGANIZED 
SYSTEMATIC GROUP INSTRUCTION IN SOUTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All-Day
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
Number of Number 
Classes Enrolled
Toning Farmer 
Number of konber 
Classes Borolled
... u.zz* —ggsr?r:r
Total
Enrollment
Barbour Baker Hill 31 2 50 81
Blue Springs lfc 2 61 75
Clayton 33 2 2li 57
Clio 39 1 5 to
Eafaula 23 23
Louisville 27 2 37 ft
Bullock Inverness 20 1 lii
Butler Georgiana & 2 31 52
GreeRTille 62 2 n 131*
McKenzie 53 2 n l i t
Coffee Elba hS 2 3© 75
Enterprise 5o 1 » 81
Kinston ilO 2 ki 87
Ner Brockton 2 to 72
TABU 17 (G w ttaM d)
WHITS A IM B, M I  EUSSS UB) TODSO MRWR m O U lO R  »  OROUHIZ9
STSTBIATIC QHOCP IHSTRCCTIOH IS  SOUTHEAST ALABIHA 1952-53
County School AU-Day
BffiPoUsEtt't
Adult ftarmmr 
Staber of fetdbtr 
Classes itaolled
Iem3S£ PasflBOJT 
Mb4 vw‘ odT thwdor 
Classes Enrolled
Total
Ssrolljwir
Coringtoo HoraU A 2 % 10
OPP 30 % &
Pleasant Hone 27 27
Rsala a 1 IS 36
lad Level 3S 2 31 66
Straughn Si 1 Hi 65
Crenshaw Brantley n 2 31 6a
Dosier n 2 30 59
Highland Bern $L 2 27 58
tmmm kl 1 11 51
Dale Midland City 23 1 16 39
Osark 2? 2 35 82
Elmore Belactlc 62 2 81 11*3
Holtville & 1*5
Vetumpka 2 107 156
TIHU 17 (Ontt»M«)
WHITE ALW UI, ADSL? FARHSEf AND YOQNQ FARMS HROUHSW XN QRQAHZED 
SYSTEMATIC QBOUP INSTRUCTION IN SOUTHEAST ALABAMA 19$t43
OMmtgr School MlmOur Adult Faraar 
‘BTTGBSr
Classes Enrolled
® B 5 r « rTB5Kr
Glasses Strolled
ffetal
BoreXiasat
Coffee Springs 29 2 m Ik
Geneva 1 n 63
Hartford 50 1 ia 91
Samson Si 2 39 93
Sleceab 36 1 19 55
Henry Abbeville 53 1 12 65
Headland i3 2 A n
Bewville 19 f 38 it?
Houston Ashford 58 1 10 68
CoXtaabia 38 1 111 &
CottonsRJod $0 1 12 1 13 75
Rehobeth 1 12 *?£fO
State Voc* Tr.,
Napier 6 6
WiCKSDUTg 32 32
Lcjiesdes ft. Deposit 21 21
H^meville 23 2 3? 62
TAKE 17 (Coaatlnood)
WHITE ALL-DAY, ADULT FARMER AMD YOUNG FARMER BjROLLMBiT Bi OSOAKIZED 
SYSTEMATIC GROUP INSTRUCTION IN SOUTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School AU«£ey
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
ifmaber of Number 
CL asses Enrolled
Young Farmer 
Number of Number 
Classes Spoiled
Total
^rollment
Montgomery Rauwr U* 2 29 73
Sidn^ r Lanier 58 1 2k 62
Pike Bnmdidge 66 1 12 ?6
Goshen 33 1 16 1$
Troy 32 2 n 61i
Total 1919 m 1399 k m 3366
69
It is revealed in the data In Table 17 that in 19J>2-*53 there were 
3*366 Individuals enrolled in organised systematic group instruction 
in Southeast Alabama* There were fifty white departments of vocational 
agriculture with an all-day enrollment of 1,919 students* The smallest 
aH*day enrollment per teacher was fourteen students and the largest 
was a±xty~aix students* Sixty-freight adult fanner desses were con­
ducted with an enrollment of 1,399 students* There were four young 
farmer classes with forty-eight student a enrolled. The variation in 
tbs number of adult farmer students per teacher was from ten to 107 
students. The smallest total enrollment per teacher was twenty-one 
students and the largest was 1£6 students.
In Southeast Alabama during the school year 19$2r53 there were 
three departments with the optimum number enrolled. Six departments 
had enrollments within five of the optimum enrollment as specified in 
Table 10* Further comparison of Table 17 end Table 10 revealed twelve 
teachers were instructing more than the maximum number designated.
TABLE 18
WStatO ENROLLMENT IN ORGANIZED SYSTEMATIC GROOP 
INSTRUCTION IK SOUTHEAST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School All-Bay
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
Number of Nturfber 
Classes Enrolled
Totmg Farmer 
Number of Number 
Classes Enrolled
naasasassssBSg
Total
KxraHsent
Barbonr Old Spring Hill hO 3 59 99
Butler Greenville Training hi 2 30 n
Coffee County Training 27 1 29 56
Coving ton County Training 68 2 26 9h
Elmore County Training 55 1 12 67
Henry County training h2 2 29 71
Lowndes County Training 1*2 2 1*0 n
Kontgo&ery County Training 7h 2 3h 108
Pike Acadesy Street 3U 2 60 9i
fetal m 17 m 0 O 7li2
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As indicated in Table 18, there were lk% negroes enrolled in 
organised systematic group Instruction in Southeast Alabama in X952«*j>3* 
Of this number, mere aHMlay students and 3CL9 were adult farmer 
students. Seventeen adult farmer classes and no young farmer classes 
were conducted during the school year 1952*»5>3. There were nine negro 
departments of vocational agriculture in Southeast Alabama.
Upon comparing the data in Table 18 and Table 10, it was found 
that the enrollment of only one negro department in Southeast Alabama 
was within five of the optimum enrollment, while five Of the nine 
departments had more than the specified maximum number of students 
enrolled.
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TABLE 19 (Oontimud)
WHITE ALL-CAT, ADULT FARM EH AM) TOUMQ FARMER EHRQLLMBTT IK ORQAJEGID 
STSTEMATTC OROUP INSTRUCTION IN SOUTHWEST ALABAMA 1952-53
County School ALUDqf
Enrollment
Adult Farmer 
dumber of Number 
Classee Strolled
ioqrk jrarner 
Number of Number 
Classes Stapolled
Total
SirolljseRt
Washington Chatara 53 2 * 8?
Leroy 52 1 12 6k
miliy 31 1 16 m
Wilcox Camden to 1 Ik &
Pine Apple 25 2 62 87
Pine m i 31 2 32 $3
Total i m 66 1229 k 28 ass
1t is revealed In Table 19 that 3,155 individual© ware enrolled 
in organised systematic group instruction In Southwest Alabama in 
1958-53. Of this number 1,793 were all-day student© and 1,35? were 
young Termer snd adult farmer students* Slxtywsix adult farmer classes 
were conducted with an enrollment of 1,329 students and four young 
farmer classes ware conducted with an enrollment of t*r«niy~e±ght 
students. The number of adult farmers enrolled in organised classes 
varied from twelve to sixty-six. The all-day enrollment varied from 
twenty-one students to seventy-eight students per teacher. The 
smallest total enrollment per teacher was forty-seven students and the 
largest was 163 students.
Of the forty departments represented in Table 19, fourteen had 
above the maximum enrolled, one had the optimum enrollment, and eight 
had enrollments within five of the optimum enrollment as* specified in 
TdbSLe 10.
TABLE 20
NSffiO ENROLMENT IN QRQANIZU) STSTHIATIO OKOTP 
INSTRUCTION IN SOUTHWEST ALABAMA I952<*53
County School All-Bay Adult Parmer Young Parmer Total
Enrollment Number
Claeses
of Number 
Enrolled
NumW of Number 
daases Enrolled
Enrollment
Baldwin County Training 62 2 36 96
Choctaw County Training H I 2 20 im
(Hark© County Training 3U 2 23 St
Goeeeufa County Training <55 2 26 91
Dallas 0e*m*^ r Training 66 2 &3 m
Haresogo County Training 66 2 33 n
HoMle St*
School 55 1 10 0
Honroe County Training 
Clansell
53
53
t
2 332?
86
80
Suster Kintsrbish 
Comity Training
*9
H O
2
2
56
23
le g
-4Ox
TABU 20 (Continued)
SJB380 3NB0LLMERT IK CRGABIZED ST3TEMATIC OEODP 
IESTHJCTI® IK SOUTHWEST ALABAMA 19?2-?3
County School All^ Dsgr
Enrollment
Adult Fanner 
Humber of Number 
Classes Enrolled
Young Farmer 
dumber of Number 
Classes Enrolled
Total
Enrollment
Wilcox .AjmeKkasle Si 2 30 61
Boykin 32 2 38 70
Snow Hill 30 2 22 $2
County Training 32 1 30 62
Total BkP SB k$o 0 0 i m
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The date in Table 20 m o i l  that %,§99 negroes ware amyolled in 
organised systematic group instruction in Southwest Alabama in XS>$2«*53* 
There ware fifteen negro departments with an sdLl*day in^school enroll* 
sent of Slip students and twenty>-eight adult farmer classes with an 
enrollment of h50 students. The smallest SXl*day in^school enrollment 
per teacher was thirty students and the largest was 110 students* The 
total enrollment per teacher varied from fifty*tw® to 1J& students*
It was found by comparing Table 20 with Table 10 that there were 
only two of the negro departments of vocational agriculture in South* 
west Alabama with enrollments within five of the optimum enrollment* 
however* ten departments had enrollments that were above the maxlimm 
enrollment designated.
Suiaft&rieahlon of the comparison of Table 10 with Tables 11 
through 20 show that northeast Alabama had more teachers with above the 
maximum nusfecr enrolled in organised systematic group instruction and 
northwest Alabama had more departments with enrollments which ware 
within five of the optimum enrollment.
Referring to Tables 11 through 20 it will be noted that the 
largest enrollment per teadhar* including in*school students*
young farmer* and adult farmer students* was 17 U students end the 
smallest enrollment was twenty*one students. As previously mentioned 
in this study* page fourteen* Aderhold found in his study in Georgia 
that a teacher can be expected to reach from H O  to 1JS0 students in 
organized systematic group instruction. There were few teachers in 
Alabama that were reaching 110 to U?0 Individuals in classes of organ* 
ized systematic group instruction* in fact* there were only fbrty-flve 
out of 311 teachers that were reaching 100 or more individuals. If
Aderhold' s findings were need as a guide for determining the number of 
individuale a teacher of vocational agriculture should be expected to 
reach in a program of vocational agriculture, many of the teachers in 
Alabama felled to conform to hie findings.
However, if Brunner* s findings, previously mentioned In this 
study on page fifteen, mere used as a guide for teacher load, there 
would be eighty-three teachers with less than th±rty«*five aH«*dey in­
school students which he found to be a full teacher load. In the 
departments with an enrollment of over 110 students, according to 
Aderhdd, only one teacher would be needed, but, according to Brunner, 
three teacher s would be necessary. There were many teachers who did 
not reach enough individuals to meet the teacher load as set up by either 
Aderhold or Brunner's findings*
If the proposed score card as set up in Virginia, previously 
mentioned on page fifteen, for rating the accomplishments of departments 
of vocational agriculture were used as a guide, there were many teachers 
in Alabama that ware not reaching the total of fifty students as 
proposed by the score card*
Regardless of which of the above three were used as a guide for 
teacher load, the important fact remains that there were many rural 
farm youth that were not reached in classes of organised systematic 
group Instruction as is shown in Table 23*
Again referring to data in Tables 11 through 20 the average 
enrollment per teacher of vocational agriculture in Alabama was determined 
for comparison with Table 10. This information is presented belowt
BO
O&aaa of Students Average Blim&lmcai
AUUday Students 37
All-day Students and Young Farmers 62
All-day Students and Adult Farmers 31
All-day Students, Young Farmers, and 7$
Adult Farmers
By eeaparlng the above data with Table 10 it may readily be aeon 
that the average enrollment for all-day in-school students is only two 
above the optimum enrollment designated by the teachers of vocational 
agriculture in Alabama* The enrollment of all-day in-school students 
and adult faimers is the only group in which the average enrollment is 
above the mead mam number stated by the teachers. The enrollment of 
the other tee groups of students are between the optimum and maximum 
niudber.
The District Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture in Alabama 
sere in agreement with actual average enrollment of all-day, young 
farmer, and adult farmer students.
The average enrollment of all-day in-school students only was 
within five of the optimum aunbar aeleeted by the District Supervisors 
of Vocational Agriculture in Levdalaaa, However, the average all-day 
and young farmer enrollment and the average all-day and adult farmer 
snroUmeit was above the maximum nunflber designated by the above group, 
Aderhold’s findings mere well Above the actual averages as 
found in this study*
ComparlBcm with Brunner9 s study Showed agreement between his 
suggestion and the actual average of all-day students, but according 
to his reeemmendationa the other groups should have an additional
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teacher*
The following is a classification of the data revealed in Table# 
11 through 50 In which It presented the rang# of teachers &t vocational 
agriculture in Alabama according to the information given in Table 10.
Group of
Enrollment i 
hexes
Between
Optimum Above
Students Optimum Optimum Maximum Maximum Maxima
All-day 13 2 1 12 3
All-day 
Twang Farmer
0 1 0 2 1
All-dey
Adult Farmer
to $ k 99 113
All-day 
Young Farmer
Adult Farmer
2 X 0 7 5
From the above information it is readily seen that many teachers 
are below the optimum enrollment expressed by the teachers of vocational 
agriculture in Alabama in Table 10. It may be reasonably expected, for 
a teacher with only all-day In-school students to increase his enroll­
ment with classes of organised systematic group Instruction for out-of- 
school students available in the communities according to the census 
of 19f)0. This may also be expected of the teachers with below the 
optimum enrollment with all-day in-school students and adult farmers.
The following optimum enrollment per teacher based on the data 
found, in this study, are listed according to the groups of students*
Class of Student*
All«day Students 39
All«day Students and Young Former* £j3
All*-day Student* end Adult Farmera S3
AlX«*dagr Students* Yeung Former*, and Adult Former* 6$
It 1* the opinion of the writer that the Vocational Education 
Division of the Alabama State Department of Education might revise 
the State Flan for Vocational Education in Agricultural Education to 
include an optimum enrollment per teacher in agreement with the number* 
presented in this study.
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the faliasing table la a auronariaation of Table 11 through 20 
whieh ahcws an analysis of the white and negro enrollment In classes 
of organised systematic group Instruction In Alabama in X952-,53#
TABLE 31
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN ORGANIZED SYSTEMATIC GROUP 
INSTRUCTION IN ALABAMA 1952*53
Area
AU«£agr
Students
VJhlt*
Adas
?«rm«r0
XenBg
h m m
AlX*Day
Students
Negro
INuIf
farmers
Toung
farmers Total
Northeast 2,910 1,922 18 H D 91* 0 5f08U
Northwest i.Skl 1,321 1)0 385 262 0 b,5S5
Central 1,95b 1,216 111 1,166 673 0 5,050
Southeast 1,919 1,399 b8 1423 J19 0 It,108
Southwest 1.798 k i U 6j*9 1*50 0 ta n
Total U.*U8 7,08? 175 t>96$ 1#798 0 23,151
The data lr ▼able 21 summariaes the numbers of white and negro 
all-day ixMoheel students, adult farmers and young farmer students 
enrolled in organised classes of vocational agriculture in the five 
areas of Alabama In 1952*53*
Si*
An analysis of the number of student* enrolled In ©lasses of 
organised systematic group instruction In Alabama in 19!>2*$3 according 
to groups of students Is Shaun In the following table.
TABUS 22
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN ORGANIZED SYSTEMATIC GROUP 
INSTEBCTIGN IN ALABAMA 195&*$3
Student. Number
AU-cUgr 11*,091
All-day rad young farmer li»,866
H M y  and adult fajnunr 28,976
AU-d^y, young faimar, rad adult famwr 23,10.
It Is revealed in Table 22 that lh,091 aH*d«y in^sehool students 
were enrolled in classes of organised systematic group instruction. 
Referring to Table 23 It will be noted there were 35,020 rural farm 
boys between the ages of fourteen and seventeen years of age that were 
aarolled in school. Of these lk*0?l or 1*0.2 per cent were enrolled 
in classes of organized systematic group instruction in vocational 
agriculture.
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For reliable evidence of the number of rural farm boys in the 
State of Alabama between the ages of fourteen and (seventeen who could 
be classified as all*d«y in-school students, and the xmafcer of young 
farmers, the U.S. Census of Population for 1950 was consulted. The 
purpose was to determine the number of rural farm boys available for 
Instruction in vocational agriculture as compared with the mu&er of 
students enrolled in classes of organised systematic group instruction 
in vocational agriculture. However, there has boon an elapse of two 
years between the time the census was taken and the time with which 
this study is concerned* let the census serves as an excellent 
reference for the information needed and the writer feels that during 
this time there was little change in the census of the above group*
The data contained in the census regarding rural farm boys and 
young farmers enrolled in school and not enrolled in school is dhown 
in Table 23.
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TABLE 23
KORAL FARM BOSS IB SCHOOL BETWEBJ FOURTEEH 
AND TOfflJTT-NINE TEARS OF AGE IS ALABAMA
Ag$ Nuiriber Enrolled 
In School
For Cent Not Enrolled 
In School
lb 12,660 11*205 88.5 1,1(55
15 12,780 10,260 80.3 2,520
id 12.360 7,770 62.9 It,590
17 11,1(30 5,78? 50.6
Sub Total 1(9*230 35,020 71.1 111, 210
IB 11*065 3,575 52.3 7,1(90
1* 8*310 1,1(60 17.6 6,850
20 7,255 750 10.3 6,1(75
21 6,655 105 6.2 6,21)0
22 6,170 1(30 7.0 5,71(0
23 5,91(5 570 9.6 5,375
2b 5,070 1(50 8.9 M 2 0
25 5,1(1(0 550 10.1 1(,890
26 5,135 1(75 9.3 1),660
27 5,115 U75 9.3 It,61(0
26 5,130 155 8.9 M75
29 li,535 ..^ 7.6 It, 190
Sub Total. 75,825 9,850 12.9 65,975
TOTAL 125,055 10*, 870 35.8 80,185
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data in Tstola S3 rereal that according to the U. S, Bureau 
38
of the Census in 1950 there were 12*660 rural farm boys fourteen 
years of age of which 88,5 per cent or 11*205 were enrolled in school 
idiile l*h55 were net enrolled in school. It will he noted there were 
2*9*230 rural farm boys from fourteen to seventeen years of age of which 
W|020 were enrolled in school* leaving 1U* 210 boys who were not an* 
rolled in school.
Referring to Table 27 it will be noted there were 12**091 all-day 
in-school students enrolled in classes of organised, systematic group 
instruction in 1952*53* According to the Census of 1950 there were 
114,210 rural farm beys from fourteen through seventeen years of age 
which were not enrolled in school. This means the number of rural farm 
boys who were not enrolled in school* who could be classified as all- 
in-sehool students, and who were not reached in organised systematic 
group instruction in a program of vocational agriculture was greater 
than the number enrolled in all-day in-school classes of vocational 
agriculture in school in 1952*53- There were 125*055 rural farm boys 
from fourteen through twenty-nine years of age In 1950* but only 
UU*870 were enrolled din school, leaving 80,185 not enrolled in school# 
The teachers of vocational agriculture In 1952*53 had a total of 23*151 
individuals enrolled in classes of organised systematic group instruc­
tion. This included all-day in-school students* young farmers, and 
adult farmers. In 1950 there were 101*901* more rural farm boys fourteen 
through twenty-nine years of age or 3.5 times the number of students
3&0.S# Bureau of the Census, 0#$. Census of Population> 1950* 
Vol. II. Characteristics of the Population7“?art*“^ j "Alabama, 19527* 
pTU*87
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that the teachers of vocational agriculture had enrolled in all-day in** 
school classes, young farmer and adult farmer classes of organized 
systematic group instruction in 19!?2-£3.
This indicates to the writer that there were many rural farm youth 
and adults entitled to organised systematic group instruction ■who were 
net readied either in an all*day in-school program or an out-of-achool 
program in vocational agriculture. The students are available in the 
cew— mi ties for instruction but whether they receive organized zystem- 
atie group instruction depends largely upon the initiative of the 
teacher of vocational agriculture.
09
Advisory Councils.
The use of an advisory council toy the teacher of vocational 
agriculture la highly recommended by many educators in Agricultural 
Educati cm. The outstanding advantages of an advisory council is the 
counseling It provides, which even an experienced teacher sometimes 
needs, as wall as assistance In carrying out an agricultural program* 
It also serves as a public relations agent between the school and 
community. For a competent advisory council to be actively effective 
the teacher of vocational agriculture must realise that it can be a 
useful instrument in helping to plan and organise an agricultural 
program for the community,
TABLE 21*
ADVISGHT COUNCILS
Number
Teachers having an advisory council 36
Advisory councils functioning 29
Ntu&er of meetings per year 2-12
Nuaber of members per council 2*12
From the data shown in Table th thirty-six teachers represented 
in this study had advisoxy councils and only twenty-nine of the thirty* 
six councils were functioning*
Data not shown but contained in the questionnaires sent to the 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama show that twenty-one 
teachers expressed their opinions of the value of an advisory council 
in a program of vocational agriculture as excellent) sixty-two, good}
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£ferty**sine, fairj and sixteen, poor* Ninety*one teachers did not express 
their opinions aa to the value of an advisoxy council in a program of 
vocational agriculture.
Some teacher* commented that they thought that advisory council* 
are good but ware asked ty the principal not to organise one as he felt 
too naoh pressure smqt be used against the school by such a group* This 
indicates a need for the enlightenment of the principals on the con* 
atructive uses o f an advisory council and the knowledge that it is not 
intended to be used as a pressure group* It is* as its name indicates, 
a council which functions in an advisory capacity to the teacher of 
vocational agriculture in helping him with the agricultural program in 
the ecHBBnity* The council should be composed of individuals in the 
cogsassitr who are interested in the development of agriculture and none 
of those individuals who are prejudiced.
Farming Programs.
Farming programs are made to bring proficiency in a type of farming 
and consists of productive projects, improvement projects, and supple­
mentary practices* They are an integral part of the instruction given 
by the teacher of vocational agriculture. Such projects should gradually 
increase in else so that the student will become satisfactorily establish­
ed in a farming business* This should take place through the development 
of a supervised farming program which Involves the accumulation of skill, 
livestock, land, equipment, operating capital, and a good credit rating. 
Proficiency in farming then depends to a large extent upon the develop­
ment of a good supervised farming program.
Teachers1 Evaluation of a Supervised Farming Program.
The supervised farming program of students is essential in helping
student# plan their farming programs and provides opportunities for 
students to apply the knowledge end skills acquired at school to 
situations on their home farm* It Is an integral part of the instruction 
carried on under the supervision of the teacher of vocational agricultur e 
and can be accomplished effectively only by constant visitation on the 
home farms of the students.
TABLE 2$
TEACHES* EVALUATION OF A SUPERVISED FARMING 
PROGRAM IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
students Evaluation
feecelieni Good Fair TPdor"
All-day students 168 60 8 3
Tousg farmers 86 58 X IS
Adult farmers 89 56 $6 29
The teachers* opinions of the value of a supervised farming 
program in vocational agriculture is shown in Table 2$. The data reveal 
that 168 teachers rated the value of a supervised farming program ae 
excellent for all-dqr students, sixty teachers rated it as good, eight 
teachers rated it as fair, and three teachers rated it as poor*
The supervised farming program la the corner stone on which 
vocational agriculture la baaed. Instructional programs should grow 
from it and be based upon it. The supervised farming program Has for 
its primary aim a satisfactory establishment in farming. The supervised 
farming program is one of the best means for training present and 
prospective farmers for proficiency in farming, and the student* a
nsupervised timing program should be one of cooperative effort with hie 
parents,
AH«&qy Programs.
file development of a good supervised farming program in vocational 
agriculture depends upon three things, namely, initiating the program, 
developing the program, and supervising the program, fide also holds 
true for young farmer and adult farmer programs. The time alloted for 
initiating, developing, and supervising the all-diy program® is shown 
in the following table.
TABLE $6
APPROXIMATE HOOKS DEVOTED TO AIX-DAX STUDENT 
PROGRAMS PER YEAR
Phase of 
Program
Number of 
Hoars Hood
Number of 
Hoars
Recommended
Hoars Per Student 
Average kecoimended
Initiating 93 95 3*18 3.2$
Developing 162 2GU 2.7 t .$
Supervising l$9 618 J h & -2*1.
Total ijlh 91? 10.1$
The data shown in Table 26 reveal that an average of ninety-three 
hours was spent initiating the all«day in-school program with an average 
ef 3.18 hours per student, while ninety-five hours were recommended 
initiating the all-day in-school program with 3.25 hours recommended 
per student. There was little difference in the average amount of time 
spent per student in initiating the program and the amount recommended.
Data not shown but contained in the questionnaires reveal that
one hundred twenty-throe teachers expressed the opinion as devoting 
encxxgh time to initiating the farming program of all-day in-sehool 
students, eleven thought they spent too much time, and sixty-five 
expressed the opinion as spending too little time. One hundred thirty- 
two teachers thought they spent enough time developing the program while 
ten teachers thought they spent too much time, and forty-seven teachers 
expressed the opinion as spending too little time, Seventy-one teachers 
thought thoor spent too little time supervising the farming programs, ten 
teachers thought they spent too much time, and 103 teachers thought they
spent enough time supervising the all-day In-school programs.
37Martin in his study in the North Atlantic Regional Conference 
found that teachers with larger enrollments devoted more time to making 
farm visit a but they made fewer visits per student and devoted less 
time to each student. He also found that teachers of vocational agricul­
ture in general recommended that more time he devoted to the initiation 
and sopcrvlsien of the fanning programs*
The teachers in this study were in agreement pith the findings of 
Martin In his study, and recommended that more time be devoted to 
initiating, developing, and supervising the all-day in-school programs. 
Young Farmer Programs,
There were only twenty young farmer classes in organized systematic 
group instruction with a total enrollment of 17S members. There were no 
Negro young farmer classes organized. The reported amount of time sp&tb
^Martin, W. Howard, The Job of The Teacher of Agriculture, Non- 
thesis study, University of Conneciicui, i?5l, pp* !£?•
9k
fcy teachers and amount recommended to be spent for initiating, developing, 
and supervising the farming programs of young farmers is shown in Table 
Ik .
TABLE 2?
APPROXIMATE HOORS DEVOTED TO Y0OTJ PARMER 
PROGRAMS PER TEAR
Phase of 
Pie^nHi
Hunbecr of 
Hours Deed
Number of 
Hoars
Recommended
Hours Per Student 
Average Recommended
Initiating 60 71 19 25
Developing 52 71 15 21*3
Supejvislng j i n o SI Bsl
Total SOS 252 61 76.8
As shown in Table 27* sixty hours were spent initiating the farm­
ing program of young farmers while an average of seventy^one hours were 
reeenmanded to be spent. There was an average of nineteen hours spent 
per student in Initiation of the program and twenty-five hours was the 
recommended amount to be spent.
Data not shown but Included in the questionnaires reveal that in 
initiating the young farmer program, sixty teachers thought they spent 
enough time, while two teachers thought they spent too much time and 
ferty«"eeven teachers thought they spent too little time. Sixty-two 
teachers expressed the opinion that they spent enough time developing 
the young farmer program, two teachers thought they spent too much time, 
and twenty-six teachers thought they spent too little time developing 
the program*
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Total 179 280 3« 28 16.6
An average of I f f  hours were spent by teachers initiating, develop­
ing, *»d supervising the adult fanwr programs. As shown in Table 20 
the data reveal that teachers need an average of idxty-seven hours 
initiating the adult farmer program and recommended that ninety-one 
bxxLrm be fluent. An average of 1.3 hoars was spent par student initi­
ating his farming program and five hoars per student was the nuitfcer 
recommended to be spent.
The amount of time recommended to be spent per student was approxi­
mately five times the reported average amount spent with supervision 
having the largest increase in number of hours recommended.
Data not shown but included in the questionnaires reveal that 
the teachers expressed the following opinions regarding Initiating the 
adult farmer programs! five teachers thought they spent too much time 
initiating the progress, 123 teachers thought they ©pent enough time, 
and seventy-three teachers thought they spent too little time initiating 
the programs.
In developing the adult farmer programs ninety-one teachers thought 
they devoted enough time, two teachers thought they spent too much time, 
and forty-six teachers thought they spent too little time.
Ninety-one teachers expressed dr opinions as devoting enough 
time in supervision of the adult farmer programs, seven teachers felt 
tiuy spent too much time, and sixty-five teachers felt they did not 
spend enough time.
Limitations.
The teachers of vocational agriculture were asked the following 
question t Do you feel that you are reaching all individuals possible 
in organised systematic group instruction for you to reach in your
91
program? Thor# war# twenty^seven teachers that fait they were reaching 
all individual# possible for them to reaoh while £18 teachers felt they 
were not reaching all individuals possible for them to roach in organised 
systematic group instruction* The reasons teachers genre most frequently 
for net reaching mar# individuals are listed below*
Reason
1. Soma farm boys in high school are not enrolled In 
vocational agriculture
2. Do not have time necessary to organise and conduct 
eat-ef~echool class##
3* Unable to get the interest of the farmers of the 
community
lu Do not hare m  active advisory council 
5* The program of the local department of vocational 
agriculture does not meet the need# of the farmer# 
of the eemnmltgr
6. School administrator 1# not in favor of eut-*of«*school 
classes for farmer#
Number
m
130
93 
60
16
HSince supervised practice is an essential part of a program of 
vocational agriculture, it la vail to aoo how xm y students enrolled 
in all*dey in^achool classes of organised systematic group instruction 
in vocational agriculture ware conducting project® and other supervised 
practice, the following table shows an analysis of the all-day in- 
school students conducting project® and supervised practice in the 
public high schools of Alabama in 19^2-53.
TABLE 29
SUPERVISED PRACTICE OF IN-SCHOOL STUDENTS 
IN ALABAMA IN 1P$2-S3^
Type of Practice Nuiriber of
Individuals
a. Productive gi ter prise projectst 
Humber of lnidividuais enrolled in
such projects only 118
b. Other supervised practicest 
Nuj^ aer or Individuals enrolled for s
(1) Iaprovement projects only 81
(2) Supplementary farm practice only 9
(3) Placement for farm experience only 1
c* Productive enterprise projects and 
other super vised practice t Dumber 
of 1 nMvichifl1 « <mrolTad Tn projects 
plus one or more forms of "other
supervised practice" 13*677
d. Two or apre forms of "other supervised
practice! Number o? individuals enrolled U j9
Total 11**035
^Alabama State Department of Education, State of Alabama 
Descriptive Report of The State Board For Vocational" 'jduoatfon To The 
Uni ted^States Office ofEduc at ion Jiity V 19 52 * to June* 1#$3» ffeelion 2, 
pp. 6-liu
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data in Table 29 dhow the niwber of Individuals with super­
vised practice in the public high schools in Alabama in 1952*53# Thors 
*®re 1^,0® individuals conducting projects and othsr supervised practice 
in all-day in-school classes. There were lit, 091 all-day in-school 
students enrolled. The remaining fifty-six students enrolled in organised 
arstemetie group instruoticn were not reported as conducting projects 
and other supervised practice.
An analysis of all-day in-school students conducting projects and 
other supervised practice in 1991-52 is shown in Table 30#
TABLE 30
ALL-DAX IN-SCHOOL INDIVIDUALS CONDUCTING 
SOFBRVXSED PRACTICE IN l&X-ft1'0
Type of Practice Number Number 
Beginning Completing
s# Productive ent 
of different
Jectsj Number 
La enrolled in
such projects only
b. Other supervised practice t Number of 
different individuals enrolled fort
(1) Improvement projects only
(2) Supplementary farm practice only
(3) Placement for farm experience only
Productive enterprise 
■actice
ejects and other 
supervised pr ^c t MWerent individuals 
enrolled'Tn projects plus one or more forms 
of “other supervised practice*1
d. Two or more forms of “other supervised
practice* t Different individuals enrolled
Total
12*2
66
9
72
178
112
51
8
13,176 11,213
300
13,509 11,750
^°Ibid., V. 9-17.
the data in Table JO show the nmabar of all-day* In-echoo! atoudanta
8
3
£
§
9
* 1
i
I
I I1S
1
1
9
I
&
practices conducted in connection uAth <&as*ea of organised agretam&tie 
group instruction in vocational agriculture in Alabama during the school 
year 29$2«53.
A» indicated in Table jtl there were 442 adult tamer classes con- 
ducted with an enrollment of 8,885 adult farmers in organised systematic 
group Instruction in 1552-53 who carried out 25,064 improved practices 
in connection with their classes.
Ffcom 1538 to 1553 the adult farmer enrollment in classes Of 
organised systematic group instruction in vocational agriculture in­
creased fVcm 7,350 to 8,885 adult farmer®, an increase of 1,535 during 
the fifteen year period*
The Itatwre Farmers of America 1® an organization for boy® studying 
vocational agriculture in the public high school® and is an integral part 
of the program in vocational agriculture. It was organized in 1526 by 
Professor Henry C, Groseclose of Virginia, and although it is not an 
eld organisation, it® national membership has rapidly increased during 
the peat twenty-eight years.
43Cook says, "The successful farmer of tomorrow 1® the Future 
Farmer of Today."
In 1930 In Alabama there were seventy-five FFA chapters with 1,000 
members and in 1553 the number of chapter® had increased to 252 with 
12,261 member® during the twenty-three year period. In 1952*55 there 
were fifty-nine departments of vocational agriculture in Alabama that 
did not have active FFA chapter®* There were 1,251 vocational agricul­
ture in-school student® who were not FFA members. The total amount of 
money invested in farming by active members a® of January 1, 1953,
43cook, Glen Charles, A Handbook Cto Teaching Vocational 
Agriculture, Danville, Illinois t Interstate nrintlng Castpany, 1947,
i r w ; —
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vaa 12,059,840.25.
The total number of active members holding the following degrees 
were* Green Hand Degree, 5,598} Chapter Fanner Degree, 6,256} State 
Farmer Degree, 393f and American Farmer Degree, 14} 'Which totaled 
12,281.
CHAPTER IV
s m m x  and o m c w u m s
SUMMAHX
The purposes of this study were to determine the number of 
individuals reached through organised systematic group instruction by 
teachers of vocational agriculture} to study the time requirements for 
initiating, developing, sad supervising the farming programs of all-day 
in— chool students, young farmer students, and adult farmer student*} 
and te determine the optimum number of students per teacher of vo­
cational agriculture.
Shewn in the thirty—seven tables in Chapter III is an analysis 
of the number of Individuals reached in a program of vocational agricul­
ture in Alabama during the year 1952-53# the most Important findings 
were as fallows*
1# An average of twenty-eight all-day in-school students were 
enrolled in vocational agriculture In high schools with a total enroll­
ment of less than 150 students, tfille in high schools with a total 
enrollment of over 500 students an average of sixty all-day in-echool 
students were enrolled in vocational agriculture.
2, There was little difference in the number of hows scheduled 
In stool per week for teachers with various enrollments of «U*diy 
in— cheel classes.
3. Teachers with ever twenty years experience in teaching 
vocational agriculture taught in the same school from one to thirty- 
six years, averaging 16,8 years in the same school. Teachers with leas 
than five yews experience remained in the same school for an average
103
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of 2,1* jesrs*
U. little or no relationship existed between all-day In-school 
enrollment and the nmribar of hours scheduled per week in school for 
teachers of vocational agriculture*
5. It vaa found that 129 teachers had thirty or more teaching 
periods per week in vocational agriculture.
6. The largest number of teachers with study hall periods 
according to the high school enrollment was In high schools with 150* 
299 students,
7. Plan WCI?# providing two consecutive U$ minute periods of 
Instruction per day, five days per week, for each class, was followed 
by 63.6 per cent or 152 departments of vocational agriculture to meet 
time requirements In accordance with the State Flan.
8. The expressed opinions of the teachers on the composition 
o f a complete program in vocational agriculture were as followst 
All-day students, young fanners, and adult farmers - sixty-one per cent) 
all-day and adult farmers - 25*9 per cantf all-day and young farmers *
1.2 par cent) and only all-day students - 11.7 per cent.
9. The average enrollment per teacher for all-day students was 
thirty-seven students| ail-dgy and young farmers, sixty-two; all-day 
and adult farmers, eighty-onej and all-day, young farmers, and adult 
farmers, seventy-five.
10. The teachers of vocational agriculture in Alabama listed the 
optimum and maximum enrollment students as follows*
Glass of student* Optimum
AHwday students 35 53
AH-day students and young farmers kh 65
All-day students and adult farmers 58 19
All-day students, young farmers and 58 83
adult farmers
The District Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture in Alabama 
and Louisiana listed the optimum and maximum enrollment of students 
as follows;
Glass of Students Optimum Maximum
All-day students 38 62
All-day students and young farmers k9 71
All-day students and adult farmers 59 80
All-day students, young farmers and 67 S>5
adult farmers
11* Thirty-six teachers had advisory councils but only twenty- 
nine councils vara reported as functioning.
12* The ratio of the teachers1 opinions that a supervised 
farming program in vocational agriculture is excellent was; for all* 
day students - 70*3 per cent, for young farmers - Mu 3 per cent, and 
for adult farmers * 38,7 per cent*
13. The average number of hours per year devoted to initiating, 
developing, and supervising each student*s farming program, and the 
ausfesr of hours recommended to be spent by the teacher Is summarized 
as follows;
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A. All-«Uy Students Kuid>er Honrs Hours Recommended
Initiating 3.18 3.25
Developing 2.? 2.5
Supervising 1^ ,27 8.7
the teachers recommended a fifty par cent increase in time devoted 
per student.
B. Toung Farmers Nuriber Hours Hours Reooisnended
Initiating Ip 25
Developing 35 HI
Supervising 27 32.5
A total of sixty-one hours were devoted per young farmer in 
initiating, developing, and supervising the farming program and approxi­
mately seventy-nine hours vers recommended.
C. Adult Farmers Nuafcer Hows Hours Heoosmended
Initiating 1*3 5
Developing .15 1*3
Supervising 1.53 10.3
The average number of hours devoted per adult farmer in initiating, 
developing, and supervising the farming program was 3* 28 hours, however. 
Id. 6 hoars vers recommended to be spent thus.
lh. Sixteen departments of vocational agriculture had programs 
that failed to fill the needs of the farmers of the communities. Fight 
departments had school administrators who were not in favor of out-of- 
school elasses for farmers.
25. In the 1952*53 school year there were 23.151 Individuals en­
rolled in classes of organized systematic group instruction in which
there were 1U#09X all-day in-school students# 8# 8 85 adult formers, and 
175 young f i m n «
16, There w *  12^0b5 all*day in-echool students In federally 
sided schools conducting productive enterprise projects and other super-* 
vised practice In 1552*53.
17* In & •  school yesr 1552*53 there were 13#S0? individuals 
beginning supervised practice end 11,861 individuals completing the 
supervleed practice.
18, there were i&f Glasses conducted for adult formers in organ* 
lsed systematic group instruction with 8,885 individuals enrolled, 
there mere 25#061* improved practices carried out in connection with 
classes. ?
15. Twenty young fenter Glasses in organised systematic group 
instruction mere conducted with 175 individuals enrolled. There were 
637 improved practices serried out in connection with desses.
20. The Future Farmer o f America Chapters had increased from 
seventy-five chapters in 1930 with 1,000 members to  252 chapters in 
1953 with. 12,261 members,
ooffCKJsiass
the evidence found and presented in this study supports Hie follow** 
log conclusions!
1, Many teachers had far more than the maximum recommended 
number of students enrolled in classes of Organised systematic group 
instruction,
2. Some teachers of vocational agriculture were assigned activities 
that should be assumed by teachers in other departments to allow Hie
teacher of vocational agriculture more time to work with the agricultural 
program in the coiroiuBity.
3* Too few teachers had functioning advisory councils to help 
thaw plan and organise the community agricultural programs.
ii. The teachers* opinions of the composition of a complete program 
in vocational agriculture and of the value of a supervised fanning 
program in vocational agriculture varied*
5. There was too little time devoted to initiating, developing, 
and supervising the farming programs per all-day in-school student and 
adult farmer student in proportion to the amount of time devoted per 
young farmer student*
6. Several departments of vocational agriculture needed a second 
teacher due to the large number of individuals enrolled in classes of 
organised systematic group instruction.
7. Teachers of vocational agriculture did not and should not 
teach any subjects in addition to vocational agriculture*
8. Many rural tmrm youth were not being reached in classes Of 
organised systematic group instruction in vocational agriculture*
9. Maoy teachers had enrollments below the optimum number of 
students recommended and could increase their enrollment by organising 
out-of-school classes for young farmers and adult farmers*
10* The writer feds that the optimum enrollment per teacher for 
all-day students should be thirty •♦nine 5 all-day students and young 
farmers, forty-eight) all-day students and adult farmers, fifty-three j 
and all-day students, young farmers, and adult farmers, sixty-five.
BXBUOOBAm
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AFFOTJ1X A
inquire a m m m m  x m m m k U  reached ih a program of
VOCATIONAL AGI& CULTURE IN ALABAMA
Total enrollment of your high school .
Nhsfecr enrolled In vocational agriculture ‘T"r |. #
Number of years teaming experience in vocational agriculture .
Number of years in the present school «
Under which of the following plans is your deportment operating?
Plan A* Two consecutive 60-rainute periods of instruction, 
five days per week, for one year, and one 6a*minute period Of 
instruction, five days per week, for the other years*
Flan B. Two consecutive 60-iainute periods of instruction, 
two days per week, and one 60-iainute period, three days per week, 
for each class.
Flan C. Two consecutive -minute periods of instruction 
per dby, five days per week, for each class.
Flan P. Sixty minutes of instruction per day, five days 
pax week, for each class, provided there is in operation ft program 
of systematic group instruction for out-ofschool young farmers and 
adult farmers for not less than a total of 72 clock hours during 
the year.
Other. (Specify)
a. Do you have an advisory council? yes no.
Is it functioning? yes no. — ■
Nunber of meetings per year .
Humber of masters in the council1^  .
b. Check your opinion of the value of an acfvisory council in a 
program of vocational agriculturet excellent good
fair poor.
a. Number of hours you are scheduled in school per week .
b. Check your opinion: enough too much rmr”',, 'tJoo
little*
a. Humber of classroom teaching periods you are scheduled per week
Ruaber per week scheduled In vocational agriculture .
b. Check your opinion of the total number of classroom teaming 
periods scheduled par week: enough too much
too little.
a. Humber of study halls you are scheduled per week
b. Check your opinion: ______ enough too much
too little.
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6, *« ftufcer of of oIa«» fee** teftOhing jwsr tj»»k„
(Kui&er of pupil* £ ans&er of periodm of e&eeiiI reoo leeSEi^ 
equal# fn^ priUUfMrlod«») 
b* Cheek jfwtf ©pinion* enough to# tmeh .
too liotle.-------- -------- -------
e* Cheek the eebeal eetivitXee other then teaching vocfatlonal 
egrleulfcure 1wn peyfern end Hot the appxeedMt* misftwr of 
period per nook for eeoh activity.
...... .. iotintsr Period# p«r .pidhi
t^ aleel tfgeTOii "' --- ----------- -—  
School triftoportotfST ' .rrnr";-"‘" .-7'!''"' J'h"' T . 1
"bchoio 
"School paper
School eoviec
«8Rto«Gr
elections
f«iro «*risaEEn5r
_____ Cooohtng athletics
 frSereTi
b. (SecE™your opinion aftillii^ SSSr
rmftnrtWlliy for m y  « f  1he above aetlyitlm i i.r r,yeo
aa»
ID. e* Do you teach eqr of the following subjects in addition to 
vocational agriculture? General eeier*###
 -,»«**»,,...— ..,JsagOT»«
Hetbenetiee. History, Geography
Other (idet)
b. ire p m  orkliel te^eSch sojr ^ ^ t ^ nrT«£ove date*
ore teaching yee ; mo,
e. Cheek peer tpSSSESrSm to eheffier ye* ahm&d teach m y  of the
Here eefe|eetos yes r 00.
11. o. Cheek your opinion ae to ifcab tsonetttotee e complete grogra* of
vocational cgtooeltnrct *WMmr &tv&mte young
ftneit adult faraaro
b. Xtukrer STyStEg former a in year eompmnity * Suafeer of
ihlt fenere >
c* He yen hove eSBBBee ayebmatlc group iaetruetlen far young
fernete in your program of -(©©ai onel a^ idctflttirej1 yee
no* Adult fanaere [ yee rili r. ,_nm *
12* a* Chat do yee eeeelder ae the "optimum* end Rxerai»&mn .otal
euelleest of etudente for the following t
- Optl»»in Maxtmm
XaveUmmt for all^Uv etedmter_ „t  .
FnroHomt for aLl^dgy m d  young femer 
staidgnte
airollment for all~day, young farmer
and edult farner etuderrt a____________
Enrollment for all-dey and adult f arroeF 
student®
11?
b. Check your reesane for the above »epttoao»tt das* slaes*
!• Less planning has to be dene on the pert of the
teacher.
2* More individual attention can be given to pupils In
class.
3*   More frequent supervisory visit a can be made to each
simdsnt,
k* More tine can be devoted to supervisory visits of
eaeh student,
5. Other (list)
13, Check your opinion of the value of a supervised farming program in 
vocational agriculture for the following classesi 
a* All«*day students s excellent good fair
poor.
Eisi your reasons for the above evaluation _____________ _
b. fomg farmers excellent good! fair
poor.
list year reasons for the above evaluation
e. Adult farmers excellent good fair
poor.
List your reasons for the above evaluation
1U, Sunfe«r of hours par year devoted to Initiating the faming programs 
oft
a. All-dejr students .
Cheek year opinion i enough too much too
little, ir..nr“r'"
Humber of hours you recommend be spent ^
b. Toung farmers .
Check your opinion t enough too much too
little. — — *
Humber of hours you recomend be spent
c. Adult farmers — — —
Cheek your opinions enough too much too
little. "
Humber of hours you recommend be spent .
15. Muaber of hours per year devoted to developing the farming programs 
oft
a. All-day students .
Check your opinions enough too much too
little.
Number of hours you recommend be spent .
b. Toung farmers________ .
Check your opinion t enough too much too
little.
Humber of hours you recommend be spent
u s
c# Adult farmers .
Cheek your opinionj enough too much too
little,----------- -------  -------  -------
Number of hours you recommend be spent
16. Number of hours per year devoted to supervising the faming 
prog2 ms oft 
a. All-day students
Check your opinion i enough too ranch too
little. --- 1- — — , - ------
Number of hours you recommend be spent ,
fe. Toung farmers
Cheek your opinions "" mough too ranch too
little. —   '--
Number of hours you recommend be spent .
e. Adult farmers .
Cheek your opinion* ' enough too much too
little. — —
Number of hours you recommend be spent .
17* a* Do you feel that you ire reaching all individuals possible in 
organized systematic group instruction for you to reach in 
your program? yes no*
fe* If no, cheek your reasons.
1. Some farm boys in high school are not enrolled in 
vocational agriculture.
2. Do net have time necessary to organise and conduct 
aut-of-school classes.
3. Unable to get the interest of the farmers of the 
connnanitjr.
U. Do not have an active advisory council.
5. She program of the local department of vocational 
agriculture does not meet the needs of the farmers of the 
eommonlty.
6. School administrator is not in favor of out-of-school 
classes *for farmers.
7. _______ Others (Specify)
IB. Comments
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STATE Or ALABAMA. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Montgomery 6, Alabama 
March 23, 19£2*
TO TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE*
You will find enclosed on Information sheet from Hr* Karvin C. Dobbs, 
26? East State Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Mr. Dobbs Is a graduate 
la Agricultural Education from Alabama Polytechnic Institute mid a 
farmer Veter mis Vocational Agriculture Teacher in Pickens Genuity, 
Alabama. He le -working toward his Doctor’s Degree in Agricultural 
RftofiotldB at Louisiana State University and wishes this information 
In preparing his thesis. Tour cooperation in convicting this 
questionnaire and returning it to Jfr. Dobbs will be appreciated*
Yours very truly.
J. C. Cannon, Supervisor 
Agricultural Education
JCCtdd
Enclosure
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APPENDIX C
16? Bast State Street 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
March 23, 19Sk
Dear Hr, i
I aa a student from Alabama enrolled In the graduate school at 
Louisiana State University working toward the Ph. D. degree in 
Agricultural Bducatian. In 191*9 I received the B. S. degree In 
Agricultural Education from Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, 
Alabama and in 1952 I reoaived the M. S. degree In Agricultural 
Education at Auburn.
Hr dissertation deals with the individuals reached In a 
program  of Vocational Agriculture In Alabama. The purposes of 
this study are three-fold: (l) to determine the number of in­
dividuals reached through systematic group Instruction by teachers 
of all«dtor, adult farmer, and young farmer students, (2) to study 
the tine requirements for initiating, developing, and supervising 
the faming program of all-day students, adult farmer, and young 
farmer students, and (3) to determine the optimum number of students 
pear teacher of Vocational Agriculture.
As you may know there are teachers of Vocational Agriculture 
in Alabama with enrollments of over 100 all-day students. It is 
with this in mind that I am making this study with your assistance 
to determine what the teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Alabama 
think is an optimum number of students for one teacher to handle 
efficiently.
I will appreciate it very much If you will take a few minutes 
to fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the enclosed 
envelope to me within two or three days after you receive it.
Your thoughtfulness and cooperation in helping me to make 
this study will be greatly appreciated.
Tours truly,
Enclosure
Marvin C. Dobbs
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VITA
Marvin Carol Dobbs was born in Luveme, Alabama, April 26,
19221 sen of Marvin Leslie aid Verna (Bodiford) Dobbs, He attended 
school at Xrareme High School of Luveme, Alabama, graduating May,
19bo. He worked approximately one year, 19bl, for Alabama State 
Highway Department, Montgomery, Alabama, before being called into the 
Araf in 1?J&' Me carved three years in the 520th Ordnance Company 
(HM) Field ArtHleiy, nineteen months being In the European Theater 
of Operations where he took part In four major campaigns; discharged 
from the Ar^r, December, 191j5. He attended Alabama Polytechnic 
Institute, 19U6-ii9, receiving his B, S. degree in Agricultural 
Education in August, 192$. Married August, 192$, to Jo Boris Graham, 
daughter of Oscar D. aid Vera (Knox) Graham. He worked for twenty** 
one months, from September, 19U9, until June, 1951, as a teacher of 
Veteran1 a Vocational Agriculture in Pickens County, Alabama, before 
returning to Alabama Polytechnic Institute to enter graduate school 
in June, 1951. He received his M. S. degree in March, 1952 and 
entered the graduate school at Louisiana State University in June, 
1952 to work toward the Ph. D. degree in Agricultural Education,
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